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Author’s Note 

 
 
This is a work of fiction. Names, characters, 

places and incidents are either the product of the 
author's imagination or are used fictitiously. Any 
resemblance to actual events or locales or persons, 
living or dead, is entirely coincidental. 

 
The stories based at the Woody Back to School 

Unit are works of adult fiction based upon the real-life 
fantasy games played by the author, R. Humphries 
and his wife, the inimitable Jojo.  
 

It is the author’s intent to create the Woody 
Back to School Unit as an imaginative world peopled 
with a believable cast and set in familiar surroundings 
within which the readers will become comfortable.  

 
The vernacular used in the stories is a 

combination of the phraseology derived from writing 
such as the British penny comics from the nineteen 
thirties, current language, slang and idioms, and the 
invented parlance known as Woody Jargon. 

 
As such references to ‘beating’, ‘thrashing’, and 

‘flogging’ have no context to the use or avocation of 
physical violence, with the exception of controlled 
corporal punishment, against the characters of the 
stories. 
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A Turn for the Better 

 
 
Deborah Morton stood on the landing outside 

the Grand Master’s study with her hands linked on top 
of her head and her nose pressed against the wall. 
Debs Morton was waiting to be caned. 

The door to Katie Beck’s office was open and 
the unit’s matron was watching Debs intently. The 
nose and toes protocols dictated that Deborah’s nose 
never left the wall for a moment and prohibited her 
elbows from touching the wood paneling. 

 
Deborah was disappointed that she had once 

again succumbed to the temptation of instant 
gratification which had resulted in her being red-
carded out of the assembly hall for the third time in 
the space of six weeks. 

The red-card had been issued within moments 
of Debs entering the hall which meant she been 
forced to spend almost ten minutes in her solitary 
position of disgrace at the front of the hall. 

When the Brass had finally pitched up Patty 
Hodge and the Wart had taken the time to stop by 
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and make snide and unnecessary remarks regarding 
the immediate future of her rear end. 

Fortunately when the Grand Master arrived he 
seemed unperturbed to find her waiting for him and 
had merely instructed her to go and get herself 
inspected by Katie. 

 
Life for the inmates of the Woody Back to 

School unit had taken a turn for the better since Mr 
Humphries had assumed the role of Grand Master. 
Unlike his predecessor Ms Lawton, who had declared 
open warfare on the mega-minxes, the Grand Master 
viewed their mischief making with some amusement. 

The new Grand Master had announced the 
termination of the oppressive Operation Scorched 
Arse regime that had made life at the facility 
unnecessarily harsh during the preceding twelve 
months.  

Mr Humphries had also outlawed the special 
disciplinary programs that had cruelly targeted certain 
inmates as hostiles and allowed open season on their 
bumbags. He warned the Brass that he would not 
tolerate misinterpretation or manipulation of the 
rules, regulations and protocols. 

 
Deborah Morton was amongst the greatest 

beneficiaries from the new regime. The previous 
twelve months had been calamitous. 

Debs’ mercurial descent from apple of Ms 
Lawton’s eye to number one on her shit list had been 
spectacular. A minor incident involving Deborah being 
chucked out of the assembly hall for having the top 
button of her blouse unfastened and her tie loosened 
erupted into an episode of belligerence and ill-fated 
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revenge. Deborah’s behavior was enough to finally 
convince Ms Lawton that the timing was right to 
initiate Operation Scorched Arse.  

In an eyes-only memorandum she elevated 
Deborah to the status of Public Enemy Number One 
and declared war on her bumbags. 

The Grand Dame met covertly with the music 
instructor, Ms Whitton, and instructed her to single 
Debs out and beat her for even the most minor 
infraction of the rules, regulations and protocols. Ms 
Whitton had never forgiven Deborah for the infamous 
incident of the fabulous fart and gleefully complied. 
Ms Lawton also enlisted the assistance of Patty Hodge 
and told her to get word to the Secret Society of 
Serial Spankers that with immediate effect they were 
to embark on a ‘Get Morton’ campaign.  

It was a miserable year for Debs. On numerous 
occasions, Ms Whitton bent her over the piano stool 
and beat her with a specially commissioned violin 
bow, known as the Morton Special, on largely 
trumped up charges. Yvonne Godfrey and her SS 
cohorts manipulated the rubbishing system and 
conspired to have Debs dangled over the Red-shirt’s 
knee on a record breaking eight occasions. She was 
publicly paraded through the landings under a full 
collar and delivered to the gymnasium for three 
Formal House Beatings. She also clocked up an 
unenviable six public floggings during the year.  

The final nail in Deborah’s coffin came when 
she was chucked out of chapel for goofing on Family 
Visitation day. Deborah Morton became the first gal in 
Woody history to be Formally Flunked. At the flunking 
hearings she only evaded an extension to her 
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sentence when Ma Morton intervened and put her 
twenty-six year old daughter over her knee and gave 
her an explosive spanking with the back of a wooden 
hairbrush. 

 
Deborah had been understandably nervous 

when she appeared before the Grand Master for her 
initial performance review. To her astonishment the 
subject of her flunking didn’t come up. In fact the 
Grand Master largely glossed over her appalling 
disciplinary record, concentrating the conversation 
instead on her academic, sporting and musical 
achievements. Just as she was leaving, Mr Humphries 
informed her that he had rescinded her status as 
Public Enemy Number One and amiably wished her 
the best for the coming year. 
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The Cost of Instant Gratification 

 
 

Deborah lowered her arms and followed the 
Grand Master into his office, closing the door behind 
them. 

Debs approached the large oak desk and stood 
to attention. The Grand Master sat down in his large 
leather wing-backed chair and leaned back. 

During the summer he had discussed the many 
rules, regulations and protocols with Ms Lawton. He 
had questioned whether mandatory canings for being 
red-carded in assembly was not rather harsh. 
Nonetheless, he was forced to agree with the former 
Grand Dame’s argument that it was not unreasonable 
for the inmates to show some self-discipline and 
refrain from gabbing, goofing, larking and pranking 
for fifteen minutes each morning. 

During his review of Deborah’s records it 
became apparent that self-discipline was not one of 
the inmate’s stronger qualities. Behaving herself 
during the preliminary phase of morning assembly 
appeared to be especially challenging for Deborah 
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and she had been red-carded more than any other 
inmate in the history of the facility.  

The Grand Master studied Deborah 
thoughtfully. For once the notoriously clobber-
challenged inmate looked immaculate. She wore her 
red and black three-button striped blazer with the top 
button fastened. Her white blouse with red braiding 
around the collar was neatly starched and for once 
the knot of her tie was snuggly covering the top 
button of her blouse. She had brushed her slightly 
shagged hair back under a red hair band. 

She was quite a pretty woman with large eyes 
and open features. Her face and legs were still tanned 
from the summer tennis matches. She wore just a 
hint of make-up. In her glory days as she had fought 
her way to the top ten of the international tennis 
grand prix circuit she had been one of the most 
instantly recognizable and photographed women in 
the nation. Now, six years into her sentence and 
largely forgotten by the Great Unwashed Deborah 
Morton was in the Grand Master’s study for the 
serious business of having her bottom caned. 

 The Grand Master stood up and walked over 
to the tall-boy and selected a cane. 

“Remove your blazer and bend over the chair,” 
he told Deborah. 

 
Debs slipped off her striped jacket and hung it 

up. She was grateful to the Grand Master for not 
scolding her. It was a far cry from the considerable 
rations of tongue pie she had received during the last 
year of Ms Lawton’s tenure. The former Grand Dame 
was legendary for her acerbic vocabulary and she had 
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saved some of her most potent vitriolic for when she 
was lambasting poor Debs. 

This was the fifth occasion that Deborah had 
visited the study for punishment and the third for 
being red-carded out of assembly. The Grand Master 
had always treated her courteously and allowed his 
long, thin senior canes to deliver any messages he 
might want to impart. 

 
Deborah wriggled out of the office with her 

hands thrust in her blazer pockets to resist the 
temptation to rub. She was extremely grateful that he 
had only given her six and not twelve like the last 
time she had been chucked out of maths for 
disrupting the class. 

The inmates of the Woody Back to School unit 
had always assumed that Ms Lawton was the ultimate 
purveyor of misery and pain. She had been a true 
artiste, never wasting a stroke and delivering each 
stripe with maximum nerve-jangling, teeth-chattering 
sting. However, the whop-hardened connoisseurs 
were in unanimous agreement that Mr Humphries had 
kicked it up a notch. 

Debs Morton felt certain that steam was 
billowing out from under her skirt as she squirmed 
through the corridors in pursuit of a sink filled with 
cold water.  

 
Debs tucked the hem of her skirt into the red 

sash she wore around her waist and rolled down her 
bumbags. She let out a low whistle. As usual the 
stripes had landed perfectly in the target zone. She 
ran her hands under the cold tap and reached back 
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and gently massaged the sizzling weals. She knew it 
wouldn’t help much. Nothing would help for the next 
few hours, not even Rosemary’s soothing balms 
would have much effect on a bum as well caned as 
this one. 

She took a towel and patted herself dry, then 
rearranged her clobber. She had no choice but to go 
and fetch her satchel and make her way to her 
scheduled tutorial, where she would be forced to 
hovver her backside above the hard wooden seat. 

Deborah Morton sighed. She was going to 
experience hours of agony just for the sake of a 
moment’s instant gratification.   
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Miss Lisa Sutton 

 
 
Lisa Sutton leaned forward at the waist and 

touched her toes. Beside her Ms Wharton was flexing 
her favorite cane. 

Lisa didn’t really have any room for complaint. 
Ms Wharton had played it by the book, giving the 
Minxster a verbal warning and then showing her a 
yellow card. 

Lisa was another inmate who had good reason 
to be grateful to the Grand Master for rescinding her 
status as a Public Enemy.  

Several years earlier Lisa had started her anti-
Ladette sentence at the lower security Radcliffe Back 
to School Unit. At the end of the second year of her 
sentence, she had been falsely charged with writing 
papers and assignments for the other inmates in 
return for heaps of cash. She was brought before a 
special hearing of the System and sentenced to spend 
a further five years at Woodys without the possibility 
of parole.  

Lisa had not been at the Big House long before 
she attracted the acute displeasure of the Grand 
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Dame. Following an unfortunate incident during which 
she unwittingly trampled across Ms Lawton’s prized 
garden Lisa Sutton had preceded Debs as the units 
Public Enemy Number One and had been the principle 
subject of Ms Lawton’s ire and odium. The Brass and 
the Elite were instructed to treat her with zero 
tolerance. Members of the Radical Right and the 
Secret Sorority of Serial Spankers were ecstatic at 
being given carte blanche to cut the Minxster’s 
bumbags to tatters and executed the Grand Dame’s 
instruction with extreme prejudice. 

Life in Lisa’s bumbags had proven very hot and 
very sweaty. During the second year of her sentence 
she achieved the unachievable by actually being 
whopped more than the legendary Jojo. Needless to 
say the news that she was to be declassified had 
come as music to the Minxster’s ears. 

Nonetheless, despite her declassification things 
had not cooled down much in her bumbags. Lisa was 
by nature a perennially naughty gal and even with the 
hostile notice rescinded the Brass and Elite had 
frequent opportunities to thrash her on legitimate 
grounds. 

 
Lisa winced. The Wart was laying it on with 

considerable vim. Canings from the Wart could be hit 
or miss affairs. In her excitement the GeoDame often 
made the mistake of substituting force over finesse. 
Her lack of control over the shaft of the cane would 
result in glancing blows and miss-hits. However, she 
was taking deep breaths and reducing her back swing 
resulting in every stroke making contact with Lisa’s 
upturned rump in a most disagreeable manner. 
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The Wart was having a most agreeable time. 
She was often frustrated when her over-zealous 
tendencies caused her to miss-hit. It was extremely 
satisfying to see every stroke scorch across the thin 
layer of navy blue gossamer and hear Lisa hiss with 
consternation as the heat permeated through her 
body. 

The Wart was grinning like a Cheshire Cat. She 
looked forward to giving Patty Hodge and Katie a 
blow by blow account when they met later that 
evening in the saloon bar of the Bunch of Grapes. 

 
Lisa’s mouth was set in a tight line as she 

handed over her punishment record book for post-
processing. The well-placed stripes were throbbing 
painfully and causing the Minxster considerable gyp. 
The prospect of returning to a hard and unyielding 
wooden seat was most unappealing. 

 
As soon as the bell rang to signal the end of 

morning lectures Lisa made a beeline for Rosemary 
Booker’s study. 

Prior to her incarceration Rosemary had been a 
successful internet entrepreneur, selling natural 
remedies and beauty products on-line. She had now 
turned her talents to creating mystical balms to 
soothe the swollen orbs of the beleaguered inmates. 

 
“Hell’s teeth,” gasped Rosemary Booker, “this 

looks rather ripe.” 
Lisa Sutton was spread out across Rosemary’s 

lap with her bumbags around her ankles. Rosemary 
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was assessing the damage caused by the Wart’s 
cane. 

“I’m going to use a cold compress to reduce 
the swelling,” Rosemary said, “and then I’m going to 
use a new balm I’ve made from my aloe vera plants.” 

Lisa sighed appreciatively. 
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The Bounder 

 
 
Lisa’s business partner, Bernadette Summers 

was also enjoying life. The Bounder had spent much 
of her time at the facility being spanked, strapped, 
slippered and caned. The former Grand Dame, Ms 
Lawton, described her as irreverent, insolent, 
disobedient, bone idle and slovenly and called her a 
thoroughly disreputable individual. Bernadette had 
done little to improve her reputation. She had taken 
to the drink, the fags and the nags at an early age 
and saw no reason to curb her life-long habits just 
because she had been sent down for a stretch. 
During Ms Lawton’s day the Bounder’s bumbags had 
been frequently on display in the assembly hall while 
she was being flogged for cussing, smoking or 
boozing. 

 
Bernadette could be a surly cove and enjoyed 

a reputation for extreme rudeness, mostly aimed 
towards the Brass and the Elite. This particular trait 
made her unpopular with the authorities but 
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ingratiated her to the likes of Vix, Cat and the Famous 
Four. 

 
The Bounder operated a successful business, 

Bernadette Summers Enterprises, illicitly supplying the 
inmates with the niceties of life that were prohibited 
under the rules, regulations and protocols. Ms Lawton 
sought unsuccessfully to close down the Bounder’s 
illegal activities. Bernadette took most of the risks, 
occasionally getting caught and flogged for her 
troubles. The Bounder took it in her stride and 
considered an occasional flogging to be a reasonable 
cost of doing business. 

 
Mr Humphries had stunned and delighted the 

inmates with his most radical revision to the rules, 
regulations and protocols by rescinding the total ban 
on cigarettes and alcohol. Under the new protocols 
posted on the GalGab web-site the inmates were free 
to smoke and drink in moderation, as long as it did 
not interfere with their studies or other social 
rehabilitation activities. 

The Bounder was delighted when the Grand 
Master invited her for dinner in a swanky 
neighborhood restaurant and officially endorsed her 
activities. 

Profits for Bernadette’s retail and gambling 
activities were to be limited to fifteen per cent per 
month.  Any excess profits were to be channeled into 
benefit funds, including providing exotic foods for 
Cassie Cassy’s kitchen and sponsoring the advanced 
ballet classes that Ginger Beckett gave for 
underprivileged kids in the nearby town. 
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Bernadette had agreed to the Grand Master’s 
terms and the business began to flourish even more. 
Bernadette’s godfather was a flamboyant nightclub 
owner named Stacks Monroe. Although Uncle Stacks 
had never been convicted it was well known that he 
was the most influential fence in the Smoke. Every 
Saturday, Stacks would send an SUV filled with 
premium gastronomic delights to supply Cassie’s 
kitchen, the latest upgrades of hardware and software 
for the new IT system and numerous other goodies 
that just happened to have come into Uncle Stacks’ 
possession.  

 
Bernadette appreciated not having to skulk 

about constantly moving her inventory from stash-
hole to stash-hole with the Elite forever breathing 
down her bumbags. 

However, despite her good graces with the 
Grand Master, the Bounder’s disrespectful attitude 
towards the Brass meant that she remained a prime 
target for whops. Whops never bothered the Bounder 
much, during her peripatetic schooldays she had been 
caned in Cairo, slippered in Singapore and whacked in 
Washington. She had briefly attended the Queensgate 
Academy where she had challenged Deborah Morton 
for the title of naughtiest girl in the school and during 
a sixth month period she had matched Debs whop for 
whop. 

On one occasion after Bernadette had been 
sentenced to the maximum allowable nine strokes 
with the ceremonial popping stick Debs had sought 
her out to console her. 
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Deborah knew from experience that the max 

was extremely tough duty. Debs found Bernadette 
out on the playing fields sucking down on a fag. 
When Deborah offered her sympathies Bernadette 
merely curled her lip contemptuously. 

“They can’t hurt me,” she told Deborah. “I’m 
the fucking Bounder.” 

 
Despite the general improvement in her 

demeanor, the Bounder was feeling grumpy. She was 
cutting through the corridors on her way to the library 
where she had been summonsed to be beaten on 
House Business.  

Despite her bluster and bravado and claims 
that they couldn’t hurt her Bernadette was keenly 
aware that her backside was not in ideal shape for a 
beating. Six stripes were still sizzling beneath her 
bumbags as a result on an earlier altercation with Ms 
Gascoigne’s cane.  

Bernadette approached the library door and 
turned to face the wall. She pressed her nose to the 
wood-paneling and placed her hands on top of her 
head. 
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Patty’s Puppet 

 
 
Bernadette Summers curled her lip 

contemptuously at Sally Cobb. She despised the 
Captain of the Red House and had no intention of 
giving her any indication that she might have some 
concerns over having her bottom beaten. 

In fairness the Bounder could have little 
complaint about her summons to the library. After the 
days lectures had been completed Bernadette had 
ignored the fact that she had been assigned to a work 
contingency on the hockey fields. She had retired to 
her study and had sucked down several vodka and 
tonic’s which she hoped might go some way towards 
anesthetizing her against the uncomfortable 
throbbing in her rear end. As a result of her laxity the 
Red House had been fined ten merit marks. 

 
Sally Cobb was not a brave soul by nature and 

was generally wary of any form of confrontation with 
the unpredictable and pugnacious Bounder, who she 
suspected would be prepared to risk a flogging in 
exchange for popping the prefect of the snooter. 
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However, for once she was confident that Bernadette 
would have little option other than to accept her 
punishment without comment or complaint. 

“I need you to face the fireplace and touch 
your toes,” Sally said imperiously, flexing her cane 
between her hands. 

“I know the form,” snarled the Bounder and 
peeled of her red and black striped blazer. 

 
Sally’s selection as Captain of the Red House 

had been personally stage-managed by Patty Hodge. 
During the previous twelve months Patty Hodge and 
Katie Beck had been searching for potential 
candidates to act as the new Commandant for the SS.  

Patty acknowledged that she would never find 
another contender with the same innate strain of evil 
possessed by Yvonne Godfrey but Sally Cobb had 
caught her eye.  

Sally Cobb was an extremely unpopular 
member of the community. It was well known that 
she had acted as Yvonne Godfrey’s personal gopher 
and top snitch during the Ice Maiden’s tyrannical 
reign as Commandant of the SS.  

On numerous occasions luckless inmates would 
be summonsed to the library where Yvonne and Janet 
Mitchell would inform them that they were to be 
beaten based upon nothing more than ‘information 
received’. It was the general consensus that much of 
this information was received from the good offices of 
Sally Cobb. 

 
According to the transcripts of her Extreme-

Ladette hearings Sally Cobb had acted as Yvonne’s 
chauffeur during Miss Godfrey’s term as Deputy-
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Commandant of the notorious Confederacy of Yoof’s. 
It had been Sally’s job to ferry unfortunate foot-
soldiers, who had failed to meet their extortion 
quota’s, to the Inquisition Chamber at Yvonne’s 
penthouse suite where they would be thrashed. 

When Yvonne had been arrested and 
sentenced to the Big House she had assigned Sally to 
attend to her lucrative business affairs. Unfortunately 
Sally proved to be little brighter than three sheep and 
within a year she was being measured up for clobber 
and joining her former mistress at Woodys. 

 
Sally quickly earned a reputation as an All-Time 

Muff. Even as grubby she was rarely spanked, and 
went on to join the very small group of Woody gals 
who had failed to accumulate a whop tally in the 
double digits. 

Despite Sally’s dismal failure to protect her 
business interests Yvonne found her useful to have 
around. She treated Sally as her personal serf, 
keeping her busy twenty-four-seven running errands 
and compiling dossiers on the other inmates. 

It was Yvonne who suggested that Sally would 
make an ideal replacement to fill the role as 
Commandant of the secret sorority. Yvonne informed 
her clandestine sponsors that Miss Cobb possessed 
ideal characteristics for commanding the SS. She was 
scheming, conniving and unctuous in the extreme. 
She was exactly the type of operative that Patty liked 
to control. 

 
Patricia availed of her Radical Right crony, the 

Wart, who acted as Mistress of the Red House to 
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appoint Sally as the new House Captain. Robin 
Wharton was happy to oblige. 

Patty Hodge rubbed her bumbags with glee, 
satisfied that she had secured herself a new puppet. 
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A Clandestine Operative 

 
 
Bernadette sneered at Sally Cobb as she 

handed over her punishment record book for post-
processing. Sally took the book wordlessly and 
retreated while she wrote up the beating. The 
Bounder made her nervous and Sally did not rule out 
the prospect that Bernadette might take it upon 
herself to bop her on the sniffer. The Bounder was 
notoriously unpredictable in such matters. 

 
The Bounder wriggled into the study that she 

shared with Lisa Sutton in search of a stiff snort of 
brandy. Much as she hated to admit it the House 
Captain had done a good job on her. The new stripes 
were combining with the existing stripes from her 
earlier beating and were causing her considerable 
grief. She tossed her blazer in a corner of the room, 
lit a cigarette and slugged down a healthy mouthful of 
amber nectar. 
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Sally Cobb recounted the beating in whop by 

whop detail to Katie Beck. The unit matron nodded 
her approval. 

“Good work Sally, Patty will be pleased,” she 
told Sally enthusiastically. “You’re keeping up with the 
program and meeting our targets. You are showing 
potential to become a first-class operative.” 

Sally beamed with pride. 
 
Patty Hodge was propped up in the saloon bar 

of the Bunch of Grapes listening to Katie’s report with 
considerable satisfaction. The Bounder had not been 
included on the latest list of selected targets that she 
had supplied the House Captain and she was gratified 
to learn that Sally was working on her own initiative.  

 
Lady Victoria Brompton studied the statistics 

thoughtfully. Bernadette had been the fourth member 
of the Red House to be beaten in as many days. 
House Business was the only area of Elite operations 
that did not come under the direct supervision of the 
Red-shirt. The House Captain’s reported directly to 
the Mistresses of the Houses. Unfortunately, for 
Victoria, the applications had been meticulously 
prepared in Sally’s small, neat handwriting. All the 
correct articles of the House Charter were referenced. 
The applications had all been endorsed with the 
approval signature of Ms Robin Wharton. 

Lady Victoria scrolled back through the 
database on the GalGab web-site. Sally Cobb had 
certainly been a busy gal. During the first six weeks 
of the autumn term an average of three members of 
the Red House were being beaten every week. In 
contrast Sally Poffers, who captained the Blue House, 
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had thrashed less than half that number. Vix clicked 
on the Brat-page. It was more of the same. Sally 
Cobb’s spank rate was prolific and Red House brat 
drapings far exceeded the Blue House. Victoria 
Brompton lit a cigarette and blew smoke out through 
her nostrils. 

 
Victoria had been strongly opposed to Sally 

Cobb’s appointment. She was keenly aware of Sally’s 
past history with the Confederacy of Yoofs and her 
sycophantic allegiance to Yvonne Godfrey and her 
cronies. Lady Vix suspected that Sally Cobb had been 
scouted by Patty Hodge and had undergone 
clandestine training as an SS operative. She 
continued to peruse the database, drumming her 
fingers on the desktop.  

 
“I’ve tackled her about the Brat drapings,” 

Mandy San Pierre told Victoria. “She just tells me that 
it’s House Business and for me to mind mine.” 

“The trouble is that during Operation Scorched 
Arse, the Wart took the opportunity to make some 
pretty radical amendments to the Red House 
Charter,” explained Claire Brooks. 

“Problem is we don’t have anyone on the Red 
House council,” complained Rachel Cox. 

Victoria sighed. Her deputy had a valid point. 
Vix and her three closest aides were all members of 
the Blue House. The content of charters of the houses 
were closely guarded secrets and even Lady Vix was 
denied access to the codes of discipline imposed by 
the Mistress of the Red House.    
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 Despite Victoria’s suspicions that Sally Cobb 

was a clandestine operative of the SS her punishment 
applications were too well crafted to merit lodging a 
complaint or instigating an investigation. She would 
just have to be vigilant, the Red-shirt decided. She 
was damned if she was going to allow Patty to 
pervert her Elite or to operate an SS on her watch. 
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A Beautiful Scam 

 
 
“I’m sorry I’m late Ma’am,” Heidi Alexander 

told Lady Victoria, “but I had to step along the 
landing for a dusting.” 

Lady Victoria cocked her head. “Don’t tell me, 
let me guess,” she said to her Personal Grubby. “You 
were dusted by Sally Cobb in regard to House 
Business?” 

Heidi nodded. “Yes, Ma’am, that would be 
correct.” 

“What were the charges?” 
“I was a few minutes late for a cleaning 

delegation so the Wart fined the house ten deficit 
points,” explained Heidi. 

Victoria scowled curiously. “The Wart fined 
you? Why would she do that? She’s your Mistress.” 

Heidi shrugged. “She fines us all the time,” she 
told her mentor. 

Victoria narrowed her eyes. “So how was it?” 
she asked. 
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“It was okay,” Heidi replied nonchalantly. “Sally 

thinks that she spanks hard but it was really only 
middling warm, no big deal.” 

Lady Victoria smiled indulgently at her grubby. 
 
Vix went back to the database. She read and 

re-read the applications and approvals of the Red 
House beatings. She felt tempted to laugh. “Oh you 
fawkin’ clever bitches,” she snorted to herself. “What 
a beautiful scam.” 

Although some of the beatings and spankings 
were unquestionably as a result of legitimate 
contraventions of house rules the vast majority were 
due to Ms Wharton fining her own house members. 
Most of the applications were annotated with an ‘M’ 
next to the punishment classification. Lady Victoria 
had no doubt that this stood for ‘Mandatory’ which 
meant Sally Cobb was delivering the beatings at the 
direct behest of the Mistress of the House. The Wart 
was selling her own members down the Suwannee 
and Sally Cobb was free to operate with impunity.  

 
Deborah Morton felt her face turn red as the 

Wart screamed at her. Debs had been in the 
recreation area playing backgammon with Rosemary 
when the Wart barreled down on her. The Wart had 
blown her whistle and demanded silence in the rec 
area and then instructed Debs to stand up and place 
her hands on her head. 

Deborah’s eyes burned with indignation. She 
couldn’t deny that earlier in the day she had turned 
up slightly late for a community assignment in the 
rose garden. Nonetheless, this minor misdemeanor 
hardly warranted a public dressing down. Much of Ms 
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Wharton’s harangue was unfounded. Her contention 
that Deborah persistently let the Red House down 
was far from accurate. In fact the reverse was true. 
Deborah’s considerable academic, sporting and 
artistic accomplishments had consistently made her 
the top earner of Merit Awards for the house and had 
contributed heavily to the Red House success in 
winning the Annual Merit Trophy for the past three 
consecutive years.  

Deborah vainly tried to interject but the Wart 
shouted her down in a most disagreeable manner. 

“I’m fining the House ten points,” screamed 
the Wart. “Step up to the library. I’ll send Cobb along 
to beat you shortly.” 

Debs groaned inwardly and trudged through 
the crowded recreation area in the direction of the 
main building. 

 
Sally Cobb grinned to herself. The Wart had 

dispatched a grubby to inform the House Captain that 
Deborah would be waiting outside the library. 

Sally pulled on her red blazer and straightened 
her tie. She picked up her cane and tucked it under 
her left arm. She stepped out into the landing and set 
off towards the punishment room located in the far 
wing of the building. 

Everything had gone smoothly. Deborah had 
been included as a target on the lists Patty supplied 
for several weeks. Unfortunately for Sally Debs had 
given her no reason to file a complaint. Although 
Patty and Katie were complimentary about Sally’s 
overall performance Katie had reminded her several 
times that Deborah remained in the category of 
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‘outstanding business’. When Debs had been a few 
minutes late for pruning duty Sally had said nothing, 
she just filled out her daily report card and handed it 
in to the Wart. She was confident that within a short 
time the outstanding Morton business would be taken 
care of. 

 
Deborah was seething as she cut through the 

corridors towards the library. There was no question 
that she had been stitched up like a kipper by her 
own House Mistress. For the Wart to fine the house 
ten points for such a minor infraction was 
preposterous. Nonetheless, Debs Morton knew that 
she would have no choice other than to bend over for 
six of the best. It really gave her the pip. 
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Fish in a Barrel 

 
 
Sally Cobb smiled to herself as she flexed the 

cane between her hands. Deborah Morton was in 
front of the fireplace, bent forward at the waist with 
her fingers balanced on the tips of her toes. Debs 
skirt had been turned back and the navy blue 
gossamer of her bumbags was stretched tightly 
across her upturned derrière. Sally Cobb stepped in 
and tapped the cane down. 

 
Deborah blinked and pursed her lips. The cane 

had slashed across her rear end agitating her nerve 
endings from the end of her nose to the tips of her 
toes. It was a commendable opening to the 
proceedings and Deborah Morton rather fancied that 
she had just embarked upon an unpleasantly hot and 
sweaty few minutes. 

 
Sally Cobb grinned to herself. It generally 

made her nervous when Patty included the tougher 
elements of the community on her list of targets. 
Deborah was a supremely athletic individual and 
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physically fit. Over the years Sally had witnessed 
Deborah giving a good account of herself in several 
cat-fights. Sally was extremely relieved that the 
beating had been engineered by the Wart and felt 
confident that Debs would see little reason to feel 
tempted to slap her around or hack her in the shins. 
Sally Cobb settled in to enjoy herself. She was 
determined to give Deborah Morton six of the very 
best. 

 
Deborah Morton contemplated the wisdom of 

hacking Sally Cobb in the shins. The House Captain 
was neatly inscribing the details of the beating in 
Deborah’s punishment record book. Smoke was 
billowing out from below Debs skirt in a most 
disconcerting manner and was giving her the pip. 

Over the past six weeks Debs had heard 
numerous accounts regarding Sally’s capabilities. The 
reviews had generally been complimentary. The 
inmates suspected that Sally participated in 
clandestine practice sessions in Patty Hodges private 
quarters. If this was the case Debs was forced to 
admit that the training had paid off. Deborah was 
grudgingly impressed by the quality of the six she had 
just received, but that didn’t stop her from having the 
pip. 

 
“She was definitely feeling it,” Sally gloated to 

Katie Beck. “She was wriggling and squirming 
between strokes. She won’t be sitting comfortably for 
the rest of the evening.” 

Katie grinned like a Cheshire Cat. It would be a 
pleasure to report to Patty that the outstanding 
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Morton business was now taken care of. She poured 
Sally a glass of chardonnay. 

“Now let’s go over next weeks targets,” she 
told the House Captain. 

 
“Who would have thought that pathetic little 

weasel would be so good with the cane,” groaned 
Deborah. She was spread out across Rosemary’s lap 
having her stripes tended to. 

Rosemary ran her fingers along the red and 
swollen weals. “These are pretty ripe,” she agreed, 
“and she finished with a five-bar gate I see.” 

“That one really smarted,” conceded Debs, “I 
almost jerked up.” 

Rosemary finished her ministrations and helped 
Debs to her feet. Deborah straightened her under 
garments and hobbled over to the mantelpiece. She 
found a packet of Rosemary’s fags and lit one. She 
didn’t really smoke except when she was feeling 
stressed. The continuous throbbing underneath her 
bumbags had raised her stress level considerably. 

“The fucking Wart is setting us up like fish in a 
barrel,” she complained bitterly. “It’s not like we don’t 
have enough to contend with, without our own House 
Mistress lining us up for gratuitous whops like ducks 
at the fun-fair.” 

Rosemary nodded sympathetically. “It’s not 
very sporting,” she agreed, “but there’s not much you 
can do.” 

“I should have hacked Sally in the shins,” 
muttered Debs. 
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“And where would that have got you? A trip 

across the vaulting horse for a public flogging?” said 
Rosemary. 

Debs just grunted broodily. Rosemary was 
right. Hacking Sally in the shins would have been 
deeply satisfying but was hardly worth a painful 
flogging. “We need to find a way to expose the Wart 
and her fucking scams,” grumbled Deborah darkly. 

 
 Patty Hodge toasted the Wart with a bottle of 

1995 Charles Heidsieck Blanc des Millenaires which 
she charged to Katie’s tab. 

“Good work,” she told the GeoDame. “Sally 
Cobb is working out to be a highly effective 
operative.” Patty looked pointedly at Katie. “Now we 
need to have a little chat about what you are planning 
to do with Sally Poffers. She’s not hitting her targets 
and I want to know what you are doing to improve 
the situation.” 

Katie frowned. She did not like the direction 
the conversation was taking.  
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Gruppenführer 

 
 
Sally Poffers recoiled from Katie Beck’s tirade. 

Katie had recently been subjected to a most 
disagreeable lecture from Patty Hodge regarding the 
Captain of the Blue House’s lack-luster performance in 
relation to whops and was in a state of high dudgeon. 
 

“You are Gruppenführer of the SS and you 
have responsibilities,” Katie roared at Sally. “You have 
established quotas and you are failing to deliver.” 

“I’m doing what I can,” spluttered Sally lamely. 
“Brompton watches me like a hawk. If I go on a 
whopping-spree she’ll string me up by my bumbags.” 

“This is none of Brompton’s business,” raged 
Katie. 

“You try telling her that,” argued Sally. “She’s 
always poking her nose in Blue House Business. She’s 
all over me like badly cut clobber. She thinks that 
because she’s on the house council she can interfere 
in my affairs.” 

“That’s no excuse. Your counterpart in the Red 
House is maintaining her quota,” sneered Katie, “so 
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we don’t see why you can’t. Your performance is 
wholly unacceptable. Patty is putting you on 
probation. If we don’t see a marked improvement in 
your whop-rate over the next seven days we’ll have 
to consider bringing you before an SS disciplinary 
council.” 

 
Sally Poffers reeled out of the office with 

Katie’s threats still ringing in her ears. It was 
completely unfair. Sally Cobb could operate with 
impunity under the protection of Ms Wharton. Sally 
Poffers had no such luck. She hadn’t been kidding 
when she had complained that Victoria was in her 
business. On several occasions when she had beaten 
gals under the more obscure articles of the Blue 
House Charter Vix had interrogated her closely and 
made veiled threats about the future of Sally’s own 
behind. Sally was petrified of the pugnacious 
aristocrat and had no intention of allowing her bum 
within several feet of Victoria’s hairbrush. Sally Poffers 
was deeply regretting the squiffy evening when she 
had allowed herself to be persuaded to be sworn in as 
Gruppenführer of the SS.  

 
Lady Victoria scowled at Sally Poffers. As a 

member of the Blue House council Vix had far greater 
opportunity to monitor the behavior of the House 
Captain. 

“We need to introduce an incentive scheme,” 
Sally Poffers told the council. “The Red House is 
eating our lunch again. The Red House is far more 
disciplined and has a stricter charter. It seems to be 
working. I move to introduce a number of new 
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protocols that will encourage our members to perform 
better.” 

“I fail to see how self-imposed fines are going 
to help our cause,” said Victoria coldly. “As far as I 
can see all these amendments achieve is to give you 
an opportunity for handing out more whops.” 

Sally Poffers flushed a little. “The extra whops 
are one hundred per-cent avoidable,” argued Sally. 
“Our members just need to pull their socks up and 
start acting like a disciplined team.” 

“I heard that you paid a visit to Katie’s earlier 
today,” said Victoria. “Did she put you up to this?” 

“Nooooooo!” squealed Sally indignantly. “I was 
conferring with Katie about changing the color of the 
house sash. I want to use a brighter hue. I think it 
will be good for morale and make a bolder 
statement.” 

“So have you shown these amendments to the 
Dyke?” asked Victoria. 

Sally shook her head. “Not yet. Out of courtesy 
I wanted to get buy-in from the council,” she said 
smoothly. “I think it’s important that we show a 
united front.” 

“You’ll get buy-in from the back of my 
hairbrush if I get wind that you’re working for Patty 
Hodge,” said Victoria matter-of-factly. 

“I can assure you that I have no dealings with 
Ms Hodge,” said Sally hotly. “I am just trying to do 
the best for the house and see if we can regain the 
Merit Award Trophy. I’m positive the incentive 
scheme will work. If the members know that they will 
be whopped for slacking I’m sure we’ll see an 
improvement in our performance.” 
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“Assure away,” sneered Lady Vix, “but just 

remember that I’ll be watching you.” The Red-shirt 
shuffled though the papers Sally had handed her. She 
yawned and theatrically tossed them in a trash can. 

“I didn’t have to confer with you Brompton,” 
said Sally angrily. “It was just a courtesy. I could take 
my proposals directly to Ms MacAllister.” 

“Why don’t you do that then,” said Lady 
Victoria, “but for now why don’t you fawk awf and 
stop stinking up my study?” 
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The Dyke 

 
 
In many ways Phyllis MacAllister was an 

anomaly amongst the Brass at the Woody Back to 
School unit. She was neither wholly aligned with Patty 
and her cronies on the Radical Right nor with the 
more enlightened and minx-friendly members of the 
Brass on the Liberal Left. 

Phyllis MacAllister took the business of whops 
very seriously. She had been born and raised in the 
home of the Lochgelly tawse. She had learned her 
trade at the sharp-end of the strap and had 
graduated from the school of hard-whops. 

During her schooldays in the Scottish 
Highlands use of the infamous tawse was 
commonplace. On a dozen occasions Phyllis was sent 
to the punishment chamber where she would be 
required to raise her kilt and remove her bumbags so 
she could be thrashed with the thick leather straps.   

During the winter months in the Highlands 
trips to the punishment room were particularly 
horrendous. With snow up to the window sills and 
winds blowing at gale force outside, the chamber was 
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kept cruelly unheated. The pupils would often be left 
for hours in the cold lonely room, desperately trying 
to stay warm by running on the spot. By the time 
they finally bent over and had their kilts raised their 
buttocks would be like blocks of ice. The fiery impact 
of the two tailed tawse would be excruciating on their 
ice cold orbs. To make matters worse they were 
forced to bend out through an open window of the 
third floor chamber. The window would then be 
lowered across their backs to stop them from 
defenestrating and while they were being thrashed 
they were subjected to the cruel Highland elements.  

During her final year at school she had been 
appointed Head Prefect and had the authority to 
thrash any of her subordinates she deemed needed 
thrashing. She developed a taste for the business. 

During Ms Lawton’s original search for the elite 
corps of disciplinarians who would form the Brass she 
interviewed a young and brilliant economics graduate 
named Pauline Gascoigne. Pauline’s credentials were 
impeccable. She had attended the ultra-strict 
Queensgate Academy where she had served as the 
President of Posh. In this role she had been 
responsible for delivering hundreds of canings. 
Coincidentally her victims at Queensgate would 
include future Woody luminaries Debs Morton and 
Bernadette Summers. Upon graduation from Camford 
University Pauline had been bestowed with the 
prestigious award as Scholar of the Year. She fit Ms 
Lawton’s profile for academic excellence and a proven 
record for having the stomach for delivering whops. 
With considerable amounts of dosh available to her 
from the coffers of the System, the Grand Dame 
secured Pauline’s services. 
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During her interview Pauline Gascoigne had 
mentioned the name of Phyllis MacAllister. Phyllis was 
famous at the university Pauline had attended, not 
only for her academic prowess and her flamboyant 
style of dress, but also for her fearsome tawse which 
she used on the backsides of students that tutors and 
Dons didn’t consider to be cutting the mustard. 

Pauline ruefully recalled a situation in her early 
under-graduate years when her own tutor felt that 
she was under-achieving and sent her across the 
quadrangle to meet with the fearsome Highlander. 
She told Ms Lawton that she had been caned on a 
number of occasions at school but that the canings 
paled in comparison to the six hearty whaps of the 
tawse she received from Phyllis MacAllister. Ms 
Lawton immediately got out her cheque-book. 

 
In many ways the Dame in charge of Science 

was a queer fish. Phyllis MacAllister was given to 
dressing in tailored men’s three-piece suits with collar 
and tie. She wore her hair cropped short and chain-
smoked unfiltered Camel cigarettes through a variety 
of vintage cigarette holders. She occasionally sported 
a top-hat, monocle and spats. She was a highly 
respected academic and tutor, although she had to 
supplement her tutorials with copious quantities of 
visual aids to compensate for her unfathomable 
Highland brogue. 

She ruled her lecture rooms with an iron fist 
and a leather two-tailed tawse. Nonetheless she was 
considered fair and judicious and when she chose to 
take her lethal tawse to the inmate’s luckless behinds 
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they were generally forced to concede that they 
deserved it. 

 
Sally Poffers was beginning to question the 

wisdom of bringing her proposed amendments to the 
attention of the Mistress of the Blue House. The Dyke 
was scrutinizing them through a pince-nez and 
muttering to herself. On several occasions Sally tried 
to offer some explanation but was silenced. Phyllis 
MacAllister had an eight and half inch silver and ivory 
cigarette holder clamped between her teeth and was 
slugging down from a large crystal tumbler filled with 
Famous Grouse. 

“Seems look a scam too scoore whoops,” she 
growled when she was finished reading. 

“No Ma’am,” gasped Sally Poffers, “nothing 
could be further from the truth. It’s an incentive 
scheme to make the members of the house perform 
better.” 

“Perhoops wa sha ha’ an inshentive scheme to 
help ya perform booter yooself,” growled the Dyke. 
“Noo wa doon’t ya bend oover tha’ desk.” 

“What?” squealed Sally Poffers. “Noooooooo!” 
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Independent Operator 

 
 
Sally Poffers reeled out of the Dykes apartment 

in a state of shock. Early in the interview Sally had 
got the distinct opinion that the draft amendments 
provided by Patty and Katie were not meeting with Ms 
MacAllister’s approval. Nonetheless, not in her wildest 
dreams did Sally Poffers imagine that the Dyke would 
demonstrate her disapproval by bending her over a 
desk and thrashing her arse with a thick two-tailed 
strap. 

 
“Did you talk to the Dyke?” Lady Victoria asked 

casually. “What’s the verdict on the amendments?” 
Sally Poffers had a slightly deranged air about 

her. She was staggering back onto the Elite landing 
when Vix accosted her. 

“I don’t want to talk about it,” muttered Sally 
and tried to edge her way around the Red-shirt. Vix 
blocked her path. 

“Oh come on Sally,” she said politely. “If there 
are new protocols in place we need to know.” 
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“Ms MacAllister is going to consider them,” 

Sally lied. “Now if you don’t mind Brompton I’m in 
rather a hurry. I have House Business to attend to.” 

“Nice wriggling,” Lady Victoria grinned and 
stepped aside.  

 
The Dyke was wearing a black velvet cloak, top 

hat and a tuxedo with a dark bow-tie when she slid 
onto a bar-stool next to Patty Hodge in the Bunch of 
Grapes. She ordered a quadruple Famous Grouse and 
put it on Patty’s tab. 

“Ah hoop ya nay fookin’ inma boozinezz, 
Pooty,” she cheerily. “Ah heart it when foolk fook 
inma boozinezz.” She sipped her drink and added a 
new cigarette to her extended holder. 

“I have no idea what you are talking about,” 
said Patty imperiously.  

“Naw ya winna wouldya?” said the Dyke with a 
smile. “Ah betya got Kotie to do ya dooty wook.”  She 
swallowed down her drink. “Ah’m gooin’ shwing 
danshing at the Embasshy Shuites. Keep an eye on 
your gool Kotie; ah’d hate for things to get oot of 
hoond.”  With that she slid off the stool and slipped 
out into the night.  

 
Sally Poffers was having considerable difficulty 

getting comfortable. Over the years she had spent at 
the facility she had witnessed a number of her fellow 
inmates being beaten with the two-tailed tawse. 
Wisely Sally had always erred on the side of caution 
and been on her best behavior during Chemistry and 
Physicals lectures.  

She stared in the mirror at the red and swollen 
flesh. She had tried several remedies including some 
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soothing balm she had secured from Rosemary’s 
inventory, flannels doused with ice-cold water and a 
long walk around the grounds. Nothing had helped to 
relieve the monotonous throbbing. She miserably 
rolled up her bumbags, flinching as the material 
chaffed the swollen flesh and wondered how much 
the Bounder would fleece her for a bottle of vodka. 

 
“What were you thinking, you fucking moron,” 

raged Patty. “You go crashing through the cucumber 
frames without a moments thought and now you’ve 
got the Dyke all bent out of shape.” 

Katie gaped at Patty. “Crashing through the 
cucumber frames? What the fuck are you talking 
about? I did precisely as you instructed.” 

“Let’s get one thing clear, Katie. I certainly did 
not give you any instructions whatsoever and I won’t 
stand for you making such unwarranted accusations,” 
barked Patty. “I merely gave you some friendly advice 
in the hope that it might help you perform your duties 
without making a buffoon of yourself. I’m sorry Katie 
but I’m going to be obliged to inform the Dyke that 
you were acting as an independent operator. You’ll 
just have to sort any misunderstandings between 
you.” 

Katie glared at Patty. Of late Patty was 
becoming increasingly autocratic in her dealings with 
the unit’s matron. She regularly took delight by 
disparaging Katie by telling her that she was not Full 
Brass and reminding her that the Grand Master had 
shown no compunction about taking a cane to her 
arse.  
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Katie Beck was beginning to get tired of Patty’s 

supercilious attitude. As she sipped her drink Katie 
Beck wondered whether the time wasn’t approaching 
to take Patricia Hodge down a peg or two. 
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Heidi and the Lash 

 
 
Heidi Alexander was draped across Sally Cobb’s 

knees having her bumbags dusted. Beside her Linda 
Ash stood with her hands on top of her head idly 
watching the proceedings. 

Sally Cobb was spanking Heidi with 
considerable relish and enthusiasm. It was another 
perfect set-up. The paperwork had been meticulously 
compiled and the dustings had been personally 
commissioned by the Wart. It gave the House Captain 
another opportunity to snub her nose at Lady 
Victoria’s authority, and to further ingratiate herself to 
Patty and her cronies. Sally spanked away with gay 
abandon and not a worry in the world. 

 
Heidi Alexander was not greatly disturbed by 

the actual spanking but she had already grown to 
despise Sally Cobb with a passion. She kept her head 
down and her arse well up and refused to as much as 
twitch a muscle as Sally flailed away. 
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Heidi Alexander had not entered the facility 

sporting a virgin arse. At school she and her best 
friend Linda had indulged in a highly competitive 
contest vying for the title as the school’s naughtiest 
pupil. At the time of their joint expulsions Heidi held a 
marginal lead over Linda of thirty-two canings to 
twenty-nine. 

 
Heidi and Linda were rich, free-spirited and 

both drop-dead gorgeous. Their international partying 
antics made headlines in the gossip columns and they 
were universally known as Heidi and the Lash. An 
appearance by the celebrated chums at a newly 
opened nighterie guaranteed its success. The System 
placed lucrative bounties on their heads and the Dark 
Agents put them under surveillance. 

Unfortunately for the Celebrity Ladette bounty-
hunters Heidi and Linda came from philanthropic 
backgrounds and their charitable activities in support 
of their family’s foundations garnered almost as many 
print-inches as their more spectacular performances 
dancing on tables in discothèques. Even the Dark 
Agents acknowledged that the Great Unwashed might 
take a dim view of them banging up the ambassadors 
of charities that bestowed millions on the under-
privileged and disenfranchised. 

Nonetheless the Dark Agents were a persistent 
bunch and bided their time. As usual the government 
was up to its lugs in international intrigue and political 
chicanery. An ill-advised and poorly planned plot to 
cause political disharmony in the East Balkans had 
back-fired and had cost the nation billions. As a 
result, the mandarins were forced to announce harsh 
cut-backs in spending on domestic social programs 
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and the Great Unwashed were squealing like stuck 
pigs. 

One of the programs most affected by the 
budget slashes was the construction of series of high-
quality apartments for families who had suffered from 
domestic violence. The ‘Heidi and the Lash’ 
foundation had donated millions to the program and 
the two chums were outraged that the contributions 
would go to waste. 

A rally was organized and Heidi Alexander and 
Linda Ash agreed to lead the march on Government 
House. In another chapter of fiscal ineptitude the 
government had enforced a weekend overtime ban 
on the constabulary. The local rozzers were hard-
pressed to provide a suitable task force to monitor 
the rally and to save money they mobilized a squad of 
under-qualified Pimply Plod from the cadet academy. 
It all went pear-shaped in a heartbeat. The cadets 
had no idea how to handle over a hundred thousand 
demonstrating females. The Pimply Plod panicked and 
started to make arbitrary arrests and a riot ensued. 

The Dark Agents swooped in and arrested 
Heidi and Linda, charging them with Social 
Subversion. The Dark Agents filled their pockets with 
the enormous bounties and the two chums were 
carted off and fitted for clobber. 

 
Heidi and the Lash were welcome additions to 

the Woody community. They were reunited with 
several close friends who were already serving seven-
year sentences. They settled in fast and were instant 
recruits to the cult of Mega-minxdom. 
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Heidi Alexander was assigned as Lady Victoria’s 

personal grubby and the Lash was chosen to assist 
Rachel Cox, the deputy Red-shirt. Despite their wild 
and free-wheeling tendencies the two new grubby’s 
proved to be diligent, capable and loyal aides. 

 
Lady Victoria was furious. During the seven 

weeks that Heidi had been assigned to her she had 
not found a single reason to spank her grubby. In 
contrast the Captain of the Red House had seen the 
need to tip Heidi over her knee on half a dozen 
occasions. When Vix learned that Heidi had taken 
another head down, arse up trip across Sally Cobb’s 
lap she decided it was time for a showdown. 
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Showdown 

 
 
Sally Cobb was not greatly thrilled to receive a 

visitation from Lady Victoria Brompton.  
“I was just following orders,” she spluttered as 

she stepped back from the Red-shirt. “I received a 
dusting instruction from the Mistress of the House, so 
I requested Alexander and Ash to step down the 
landing.” 

Sally Cobb had good reason to keep her 
distance from Victoria. Vix was a notorious firebrand 
who had been taught to box and wrestle by her four 
older brothers in the grounds of Brompton Castle. 
Victoria had a reputation for protecting the weaker 
members of the community and often dealt with 
bullies with the highly effective technique of nutting 
them unexpectedly across the bridge of the nose. 
Sally Cobb had no desire to sample the effects of a 
well-placed head-butt. 

“I’ve been checking the Red House records,” 
said Lady Vix. “There’s an awful lot of dusting going 
on.” 
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“You have no business with the Red House,” 

said Sally as boldly as she could muster. “Our charter 
is sealed. It was fully endorsed by the appropriate 
authorities. It really is none of your business, 
Brompton.” 

“I’m making it my business,” said Lady Vix 
matter-of-factly. 

“Then I shall file a complaint with the Mistress 
of the House and request a restraining order. I cannot 
be expected to fulfill my role as House Captain with 
you interfering.” 

Victoria slowly walked forward, causing Sally to 
retreat further into her study. Finally Sally found 
herself backed up against a wall with Vix just inches 
before her. She felt a shiver up her spine. 

“Watch my lips, Sally,” Victoria said very, very 
quietly. “If I catch you dusting my grubby again 
without very good reason I’m going to take you up to 
the library and show you what a sore bottom can 
really feel like. Have you got my meaning?” 

Sally’s face had turned chalky white. “Y … y … 
yes Brompton,” she muttered. 

 
“She threatened me,” Sally Cobb complained to 

the Wart. “I was frightened that she was going to nut 
me. You should file an application and have her 
publicly flogged.” 

“I take it that you have witnesses to this 
incident?” asked Ms Wharton. 

Sally scowled. “Of course not, she came into 
my study and closed the door and tried to intimidate 
me,” she responded. 
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“It looks like she did a good job,” sneered the 
Wart. “You need to pull yourself together; you’re in a 
blue funk.” 

Sally continued to scowl and pout. “We’ll need 
to take Alexander’s bumbags off the target list for a 
while,” she told the Mistress of the House. “If I dust 
her again Brompton is going hang me up by my 
bumbags.” 

“I’ll talk to Patty,” replied Ms Wharton. “Now 
cut along and quit your whining. You are 
Commandant of the SS and need to set an example.” 

“An example?” squealed Sally. “To whom? Sally 
fucking Poffers? She may be my Gruppenführer but 
she’s as much use as tits on a fish. Brompton’s all 
over her like badly cut clobber and she doesn’t do 
anything I tell her.” 

“Then discipline her,” snapped the Wart. “I’m 
sure a good thrashing would sort her out. You’d have 
the full support of the SS Disciplinary Council.” 

“Oh good grief,” groaned Sally Cobb helplessly. 
“You really are fucking barking aren’t you?” 

 
Mr Humphries smiled at Victoria and poured 

her a glass of ice cold 1996 Pol Roger bubbly. 
“How was it today?” he asked the Red-shirt. 

“Any major problems to report?” 
 Victoria sipped her drink and shook her head. 

“Nothing I can’t handle, Grand Master,” she said 
firmly. 

Over the past few months Mr Humphries had 
gained considerable respect for the aristocratic Red-
shirt. They met twice daily. In the mornings they 
discussed strategy and any upcoming special events 
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that the Elite would be responsible for marshalling. In 
the evening’s she delivered her status report. He 
found her thoughtful, methodical and articulate. 

He had watched as she transformed the Elite. 
She had outlawed the odious practices of collaring 
and sweating. She protected the Brats and had 
banned sporting spankings. She ran a tight ship and 
captained it without ever resorting to requesting his 
intervention. 
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Lady Victoria Brompton 

 
 

Victoria Brompton had been Ms Lawton’s 
legacy choice as Red-shirt. Victoria’s selection was a 
direct effort by the former Grand Dame to make 
amends for the failures of the austere program known 
as Operation Scorched Arse. The aristocrat was not 
an obvious candidate to fulfill the role as the most 
senior inmate at the facility. 

For years Lady Victoria had been at the 
forefront of the growing cult of Mega-minxdom and 
Cathryn Cassidy’s closest confidant. She had been a 
fixture amongst the top five on the Hall of Shame and 
had spent many periods holding the coveted title of 
Big BUTT. Nonetheless despite her outlandish antics, 
her outrageous potty-mouth and pugnacious 
demeanor she possessed a character trait that Ms 
Lawton secretly admired. Lady Victoria Brompton was 
quick with her fists. However she was a fierce 
protector of the underdog and the many scraps that 
she fearlessly waded into were generally as a result of 
her intervening when the bullying factions picked on 
weaker members of the community. Ms Lawton 
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considered Victoria the only hope to go toe-to-toe 
with Patty Hodge and her cohorts and to dispel any 
notions they might be nurturing of resurrecting the 
decimated Secret Society of Serial Spankers. 

Since donning the black blazer and red shirt of 
office Victoria had made a remarkable personal 
transformation. Although she was quick to reassure 
her chums that she would never forsake the cult of 
Mega-minxdom and would operate a minx-friendly 
watch she had elected to temporarily hang up her 
bumbags.  

It would not seem fair, she reasoned, that if 
she was going to be required to punish hundreds of 
gals during her term of office for breaking the rules 
that she was still embarking on a personal campaign 
of mischief and mayhem. During the first few months 
of office she had not attracted even a single yellow 
card. Mr Humphries appreciated her efforts. 

“If you have problems I can help you with, you 
just have to ask,” the Grand Master told the Red-
shirt. 

Victoria Brompton nodded. “I know that sir,” 
she told him and sipped her drink. 

 
At nine o’ clock each evening Lady Vix went 

off-duty and handed the facility over to the care and 
custody of Claire Brooks, who acted as the Dorm 
Raider and was responsible for lock-down. 

Victoria grabbed a bottle of 2006 Woodward 
Canyon Chardonnay and hurried across the 
quadrangle towards the outbuilding that had been 
luxuriously converted to accommodate the Old Gals. 

Victoria shrugged off her blazer and loosened 
her collar and tie. She swung her legs over the arm of 
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a comfortable chesterfield and lit a cigarette while Cat 
Cassidy opened the wine. 

“You look stressed out,” the Red-shirts best 
chum observed. 

“Pissed off more like it,” said Vix. “Patty’s 
operating a fawkin’ SS right under my nose and there 
doesn’t seem like there’s anything I can do about it.” 

Cat smiled sympathetically and handed her 
chum her drink. 

“They’re too fawkin’ organized,” continued Vix. 
“I know that Patty’s the controller but she keeps her 
distance and uses Katie to do her legwork. The Wart’s 
set up this whole fawkin’ system of fines and she’s 
systematically picking off the house. At this rate Sally 
Cobb will have beaten every member of the Red 
House before Christmas.” 

“She started bringing the fines in last year,” 
Cat recalled. “Patsy Butcher and I always voted 
against them but we were out-numbered on the 
council.” 

“I just get’s my goat that a wuss like Sally has 
carte blanche to go on a beating and dusting spree on 
my watch,” complained Vix. 

“Have you talked to her?” asked Cat. 
For the first time Victoria smiled. “She dusted 

Heidi today so I thought it was time I had a little 
whisper.” 

“She dusted Heidi? That’s rather bold. I’m 
surprised you didn’t nut her,” grinned Cat. 

Vix continued to grin. “Well I didn’t actually go 
that far,” she told her chum. “But I got the feeling 
that Sally Cobb experienced, how shall I say it, a 
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spiritual nut. I think I rather shook her up. No doubt 
she went whinging and whining to the Wart.” 

“How about Sally Poffers?” asked Cat. 
“I think I’ve got her in temporary check,” said 

Vix. “At least being on the Blue House council I have 
some influence. She proposed to bring in a similar 
fine system and I forced her to take it up with the 
Dyke. Ms MacAllister’s a tough old bird but at least 
she’s fair when it comes to whops. She isn’t going to 
put up with any of Patty’s bullshit and saw Sally off 
with a flea in her ear and a very sore arse.” 

Cathryn grinned. “I heard about that, way to 
go Dykey. So have you talked with Grand Master?”  

Victoria shook her head. “He’s got so much on 
his plate trying force the revised protocols through 
and introducing all the new programs. I don’t want to 
bother him with this bullshit. He’s entrusted me to run 
the Elite and I shouldn’t need to go running to him 
every few minutes. I need to find a way of putting 
Patty back in her box and nailing the lid down. 
Without Patty’s leadership the Radical Right and the 
SS are finished for good.” 

“If anyone can do it you can,” Cat assured her 
chum, “but remember Patty Hodge is a vicious and 
malicious creature. She won’t much care for being put 
back in her box; she’ll fight you like a tomcat.”  

“I know,” nodded Victoria, “but I have to try. 
I’m not bad in a scrap myself.” 

Cat smiled indulgently. “Still it sounds like fun, 
whatever help you need you know I’m here,” she 
grinned. “Now finish that drink and let’s get squiffy.” 
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A Feast Fit for Queens 

 
 
Midway through his first term as Grand Master 

Mr Humphries sent out invitations to a select group of 
inmates requesting their presence at the Great Hall 
on Saturday evening. The invitation promised an 
evening of wining, dining, dancing and alternative 
entertainments. Pristine clobber was required. 

 
The facility was abuzz with rumors and gossip 

when it was revealed that the guest list had been 
limited to the most disciplinary challenged members 
of the community.  

There were minor grumblings amongst the rest 
of the inmates but they were generally placated by 
the promise of an extensive barbeque being set up in 
the facility’s new outdoor dining area. 

 
Lady Victoria greeted the guests at the door 

and handed them each a small sealed envelope. They 
were instructed to place the envelopes in the breast 
pockets of their blazers without inspecting the 
contents. 
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Cassie Cassy had worked tirelessly on 

preparations for the feast. She had availed of the 
services of Heidi Alexander and Linda Ash to work as 
her assistants.  

Cassie had provided Bernadette Summers 
Enterprises with a list of special ingredients that 
needed to be secured from her contacts in the 
Smoke. 

 
As the guests arrived Heidi and Linda worked 

the floor offering the guests a choice of regular or 
pink champagnes.  

 
In the center of the hall a huge dining table 

had been set. Cassie and her team had dressed the 
table quite beautifully with a range of dramatic 
tableware decorated with a rich combination of silver 
leaf and warm browns giving a textural bronzed 
effect. Bowls filled with water lilies and exotic fishes 
had been placed along the center of the table 
alongside white non-scented candles. 

 
To start the feast Cassie had prepared a gratin 

of breaded oysters which the guests washed down 
with the icy glasses of champagne. Once the 
appetizers and aperitifs had been hungrily demolished 
the guests were invited to take their places at the 
main table. 

 
During the past months the Grand Master had 

developed a healthy respect for Lady Victoria 
Brompton and had invited the Red-shirt to sit 
opposite him at the foot of the table and act as 
hostess. 
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Seating Arrangement 
Mr Humphries 

Joanna Heyworth  Nicola Jane Nixon 
Rosemary Booker  Penny Ann Evans 
Deborah Morton  Ali Stone 
Lisa Sutton  Bernadette Summers
Virginia Gardiner  Jennifer Gardiner 
Veronica Bond  Regina Bond 
Claire Brooks  Ginger Beckett 
Melanie White  Mandy San Pierre 
Cathryn Cassidy  Rachel Cox 

Lady Victoria Brompton 
 

Head Chef 
Cassandra Cassidy 

 
Chefs Assistants 
Heidi Alexander 

Linda Ash 
 
Once the guests were settled at the table Heidi 

and Linda brought out the entrée. Cassie had 
prepared pan-seared marinated flank steak. The 
meat, trimmed of all its surrounding fat, had been 
marinated in a piquant mixture of honey, soy sauce, 
garlic, coriander and cayenne pepper. She 
accompanied the steak with caramelized mushrooms 
and shallots. The chef’s assistants poured the guests 
glasses of a delicious Siglo Rioja Vino Rosso Reserva. 

 
To complete the meal Cassie served refreshing 

raspberry velvets served in stemmed glasses rimmed, 
margarita style, with limejuice and sugar. 
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The inmates were delighted at the gastronomic 

extravaganza and ate and drank copiously while they 
laughed and gabbed the evening away. 
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Jojo 

 
 
Jojo was flattered to find herself seated next to 

the Grand Master. Since Mr Humphries had been 
installed as Principal at the facility Miss Heyworth had 
taken numerous excursions to his study. 

Despite her ranking as number one on the Big 
BUTT Joanna was popular with the Brass. Unlike Nix, 
Debs, and Rosemary she had managed to avoid 
attracting personal enemies. However, her popularity 
had a downside. Many of the Dames elected to red-
card her out of the lecture halls rather than beating 
her themselves. Joanna Heyworth had made more 
visits to the Principal’s office than any other gal in the 
unit’s history. 

The new year had been no exception and 
during the first eight weeks she had already been 
sent up before the Grand Master on seven occasions. 

Visits to the Grand Masters office differed 
radically from trips to see his predecessor. Ms Lawton 
had also been fond of Joanna but it had done nothing 
to deter her from delivering scathing rations of 
tongue pie if she thought Jojo deserved it. 
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Mr Humphries took a considerably more laid-

back attitude to the arrival of miscreants in his study. 
It seemed to amuse him to listen to their explanations 
of misinterpretations and misunderstandings. He was 
particularly amused by Miss Joanna Heyworth. 

 
Jojo unquestionably possessed the gift of the 

gab. Her chums joshed the red-headed, blue-eyed 
beauty that she was an ancestral descendant of the 
Earl of Blarney. 

However, despite her eloquent and earnest 
defenses Jojo was always prepared for the inevitable 
conclusion. Mr Humphries was proving a difficult chap 
to flim-flam but she appreciated at least being given 
the opportunity.   

The Grand Master was also proving an 
unpredictable cove. Unlike Ms Lawton who had never 
varied from delivering whops with the senior cane Mr 
Humphries had brought with him an extensive range 
of instruments of punishment. His tallboy contained 
not only a selection of canes, but also numerous 
straps and paddles. Jojo never knew quite what to 
expect when he crossed to his cupboard. 

The Grand Master had another curious habit. 
Once the punishment had been concluded and post-
processed he liked to engage Jojo in conversation. He 
seemed sublimely unaware that his recent 
ministrations might prove a little distracting from 
participating in idle banter. 

Nonetheless, Jojo was quite flattered that he 
sought her opinion on a wide range of subjects 
regarding Woody business. She was impressed that in 
his short tenure he seemed to have grasped and 
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dissected every aspect of the anatomy of life at the 
facility. 

He regularly invited Jojo for evening cocktails, 
sometimes with her close chums, but often alone. She 
had learned that she could speak openly and frankly 
in front of him without fear of being rebuked. 

Nixdown, Debs and Rosemary teased her that 
she had a crush on the Grand Master and Jojo often 
wondered whether they were right. 

 
When the table had been cleared Mr 

Humphries tapped his spoon on his glass. He 
instructed the guests to take the envelopes out of 
their breast pockets and extract the playing card that 
had been placed inside. The gals looked at each other 
uncertainly and then pulled out the envelopes. 

Mr Humphries requested that the guests who 
had received the four aces and the one-eyed jack to 
stand up. 

One by Jojo, Cat, Claire, Debs and Melons rose 
to their feet. There was a hint of suspicion on the 
faces of the five gals. 

Mr Humphries calmly pressed a button on the 
remote control. The curtains on the stage opened. 
Under a single spotlight stood the spanking stool. 

The five chums gaped. 
Mr Humphries smiled serenely. “Victoria,” he 

said lightly. “These gals will need to be spanked.” 
The guests around the table gaped. 
“Gratuitous spankings?” spluttered Jojo 

incredulously. 
The Grand Master nodded. “You could call 

them that,” he smiled. “But don’t worry you’ll have 
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plenty of opportunity to get your own back over the 
coming months.” 

“Oh good fucking grief,” groaned the five 
chums in unison. 
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Gratuitous Spanking  

 
 
The revelries in the Great Hall had gone on late 

into the night. Nixdown had hooked up her ipod to 
the sound system and cranked out dance grooves. 
Predictably the five guests who had recently spent 
several hot and sweaty minutes dangled over Lady 
Victoria’s knees were amongst the most enthusiastic 
dancers.  

It was long past the conventional lockdown 
curfew before the Grand Master finally wound down 
the party.  

 
Mr Humphries announced a late lie-in to allow 

the revelers to nurse their hangovers. Cassie Cassy 
and Dotty Hammell set up a buffet brunch in the 
dining room, complete with ice cold mimosas for 
anybody who could stomach them. 

 
Even though Mr Humphries had catered for a 

sumptuous barbeque some of the inmates who hadn’t 
been included on the guest list to the dinner in the 
Great Hall had been envious. However, as the 
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revelers began to roll out of their scratches and 
congregate in the dining room news of gratuitous 
spankings began to spread fast. The inmates who had 
been complaining began to consider that perhaps 
they had been the fortunate ones after all. 

 
Predictably the events of the previous evening 

were the prime gabbing subject around the buffet 
tables. There was no question that the guests had 
enjoyed the spectacular wining and dining aspects of 
the feast. However, the introduction of gratuitous 
spankings into the proceedings was garnering mixed 
reactions. 

“It ain’t like our bumbags aren’t already 
endangered enough,” complained several of the 
guests who had attended the feast. 

Ironically the five gals who had been on the 
receiving end of the hairbrush spankings appeared to 
be the least indignant. 

Cathryn Cassidy dropped by the hall, dressed 
in turtleneck and jeans, on her way to meet her 
boyfriend. “It was just a bit of fun,” she languidly 
reassured her chums as she sucked down a glass of 
mimosa. “Just a way of spicing up the evening and 
giving it a little edge. No big deal.” 

“It was only whops,” agreed Joanna Heyworth. 
“Just whops for shits and giggles.” 

Debs, Melons and Claire Brooks all agreed that 
although being dangled over Lady Victoria’s knee to 
have their bottoms warmed with a wood backed 
hairbrush was not the most favorable way to digest 
Cassie’s hearty fare they were none the worse for 
wear. 
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“It’s not as if she spanked us full-on,” Debs 
reported, “and she only gave us six.” 

Despite the assurances of the respected über-
minxes some of the guests remained unconvinced 
that gratuitous spanking was a healthy addition to life 
at the facility. Nonetheless, despite their reservations 
they were in unanimous agreement that they would 
be unlikely to turn down invitations to future feasts if 
a sore bottom was all there was at stake. 

 
Victoria Brompton sat sideways in an armchair 

in the Grand Master’s study. She was drinking a glass 
of champagne and smoking a cigarette. 

“After the initial shock I don’t think anybody 
minded too much,” the red-shirted aristocrat told Mr 
Humphries. “The Bounder has already opened the 
book on who gets whopped next week.” 

The Grand Master grinned, “Why does that not 
surprise me?” he laughed. 

Victoria sipped her drink. She had spent some 
time in the dining room taking the pulse of the 
guests. Although she suspected that the gratuitous 
spanking debate would continue for a while she felt 
certain that by the time Saturday came around the 
guests would be queuing at the doors of the Great 
Hall. 

“There is just one thing though Grand Master. 
It’s probably not fair that I get to do all the 
whopping,” Vix sighed. 

“Are you offering your bumbags up for the 
slaughter?” laughed Mr Humphries. 
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“I must be fawkin’ barking,” groaned Victoria, 

“but it’s only fair that I throw my bumbags in the ring 
with everybody else’s.” 

With that Vicky Brompton stubbed out her 
cigarette, finished her drink and returned to the 
business of being the Red-shirt.  
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The Dyke’s Two-Tails 

 
 
Nixdown Nixon was amongst the most vocal 

supporters of the introduction of gratuitous spankings 
into the proceedings at the community. Nicola Jane 
made no secret of her penchant for pain in a 
recreational setting and encouraged her many lovers 
to whup her butt in the privacy of the stables. 
However, her predilection did not extend to being 
bent over a tall stool at the front of the chemistry lab 
so that she could have her arse thrashed with a two-
tailed leather tawse.  

 
Nix’s decision to openly rubbish the Dyke was 

unwise. The two women had a somewhat precarious 
relationship. Nixdown’s rampant switch-hitting 
promiscuity was no secret and the Dyke, who was 
partial to a spot of switch-hitting herself, had made 
overtures towards engaging the miniscule blond 
beauty in some late-night discussions regarding 
Ugandan affairs. Nicola Jane had given her short shift 
and rudely informed the Dame that she had standards 
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and had no intention of lowering them by sleeping 
with the enemy.   

 
Ms MacAllister had not taken rejection well and 

demonstrated her displeasure by taking her tawse to 
Nixdown’s arse whenever the opportunity arose. Nix’s 
rude and belligerent response to a perfectly 
reasonable question offered the Dyke exactly the 
opportunity she needed. 

 
Ms MacAllister liked to start her back-swing a 

little out of range of her target and then deftly 
stepped in as the tawse slashed through the air. It 
was a well-practiced technique and she never missed.  

 
The Dyke was particular about the manner she 

positioned her victims. She liked them to unfasten the 
lowest button of their lab coats before bending over 
the stool and then hook their ankles around the 
outside of the legs, causing their buttocks to spread 
out. It was an ungainly and uncomfortable pose but it 
forced the nylon material to stretch out across the 
recipient’s naked flesh. 

Ms MacAllister had personally selected the 
material for the lab coats. The nylon was fabricated 
out of a diamond weave. The material was innocuous 
when worn over a skirt and bumbags but it was 
purposefully designed to scrape and chaff when a 
flying tawse dragged it across naked flesh. 

 
Ms MacAllister poured herself a stiff tumbler of 

Famous Grouse and sucked it down in one. Satisfied 
that Nicola Jane was appropriately positioned the 
Dyke removed her jacket, rolled up her sleeves and 
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loosened her tie. She removed her monocle and 
stubbed out her cigarette.  

 
The two tails of the tawse splayed out across 

Nixdown’s right buttock, dragging the nylon weave 
across her flesh in a most disagreeable manner. With 
her ankles hooked around the legs of the stool she 
was helpless to move. She gripped the rail of the far 
side of the stool in white-knuckled consternation. 

 
Ms MacAllister grinned to herself and poured 

another shot of Famous Grouse. With her amorous 
intentions thwarted the Dyke felt obliged to satisfy 
herself with the next best thing. She stepped in and 
sliced the two-tailed tawse through the air.  

Nixdown gritted her teeth. Despite the 
uncomfortable position and the ferocious burning in 
her bum howling was just not an option. Nicola Jane 
Nixon came from the big gals don’t howl school of 
hard-whops and was damned if she was going to 
start now. The third stroke was excruciating but she 
managed to strangle her much needed scream before 
it came out of her mouth. 

 
The Dyke took a leisurely sip of her drink 

before repositioning herself. Having given Nixdown’s 
right buttock a thorough workover using forehand 
smashes she was ready to start on the left cheek, 
using a backhand swing. 

 
Despite her dislike of being formally punished 

Nicola Jane had always harbored a grudging 
admiration for the Dyke’s impeccable technical 
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expertise. Nonetheless hung upside down over the tall 
stool Nicola Jane had little time for grudging 
admiration and busied herself with aiming obscure 
Nixdown hexes and mantras at her nemesis. 

 
“I hoopetha’fookin’urt,” growled the Dyke as 

she post-processed the punishment in Nixdown’s 
punishment record book. 

 “Weeel dideet?” asked the Dyke when Nix 
failed to respond. 

Nixdown just shrugged. The Dyke screwed in 
her monocle and glared at Nixdown. 

“Yufook with my heed ageen Neexon and I’y’all 
fook with your arse ageen,” warned the Dyke. 
“Rweclear oon that?” 

Nixdown scowled. She considered bitch-
slapping the Dyke just for shits and giggles but 
thought better of it as it would doubtless result in a 
painful public flogging. 

“I think we both know where we stand 
Ma’am,” said Nix evenly. 

 The Dyke shoved a cigarette in the end of her 
holder and gripped the contraption between her 
teeth. 

“Geet the fook ootama sight Neexon,” she 
growled. “I have noo moore use for ya today.”  

Nixdown just shrugged and headed for the 
door. If the truth was told she was greatly relieved 
not to have to park her arse back on a wooden seat. 
Her backside felt like it had swollen up to the size of 
Melanie White’s formidable gazonkas. 
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An Expensive Snogfest 

 
 
Melanie White’s magnificent mammaries were 

a well-known attraction in the local town. As a 
probationary from the unit Melons was pretty much 
free to do as she pleased. The only stipulations were 
documented in the Old Gal Whops and Clobber 
Charter thrashed out between Cathryn Cassidy and 
the Grand Master. 

The most significant article of the charter 
established the agreed curfew protocols. Mr 
Humphries had no objection to the Old Gals hanging 
out and partying at the many Woody friendly clubs 
and cafes in the local town but he was concerned at 
the growing threat of a particularly virulent strain of 
the Confederacy of Yoofs in the community. At the 
Old Gal Whops and Clobber summit Cat had agreed 
that if the Old gals intended to be away from the 
compound later than two o’clock in the morning that 
they would call in on a secure line and advise the 
Duty Dame of their plans.  
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The previous evening Melons and Cat had gone 

into town for a few scoops and a natter. As usual the 
two beauties had no shortage of company and were 
soon out pounding the dance floor.  

Although Cat was a popular dance partner it 
was well-known and accepted amongst the local 
lothario’s that she was strictly off-limits. Her 
boyfriend, Mark, was a major player in the seaside 
community, running several successful businesses in 
partnership with Bernadette Summers’ infamous 
godfather, Stacks Munroe. 

Melanie on the other hand was a free-agent 
and in the market for love. At around midnight the 
two chums were contemplating returning to the 
facility. 

“I’ve got a paper due in the morning,” Cat 
yawned, “let’s grab a cab and call it a night.” 

Melons nodded. “Sounds like a plan.” She 
signaled to a waiter and ordered two last gin and 
tonics and the bill. 

When the waiter returned he nodded towards 
the bar. “The guy over there paid for your drinks,” he 
told them.  

Melons and Cat sipped their drinks. “I guess 
we should at least thank him,” suggested Melanie. 

Cat grinned. “Why don’t you go and thank him, 
I told you I have to finish a paper in the morning and 
I need to get some shut-eye.” 

Melons cocked her head and studied the man 
at the bar. He was certainly cute and even borderline 
hot. She didn’t have any lectures or tutorials to attend 
in the morning so she was in no real hurry to leave. 
She picked up her bag and swung it over her 
shoulder. 
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“I’ll wait a few minutes,” smiled Cathryn, “then 
I’m calling a cab.” 

“A few minutes is all it ever takes, sister,” 
winked Melons and headed towards the bar. 

 
Melanie White pulled up the bib of her gymslip 

and buttoned it at the shoulders. She pulled down her 
red sash and tied it around her waist. She fastened 
the top button of her blouse, turned up the collar, 
and neatly knotted her tie. She sat down and began 
to brush her shoulder length chestnut hair. She stared 
at herself in the mirror and had an uncontrollable 
urge to giggle. She wondered what the stud muffin 
Tony would think if he saw the sophisticated, 
vivacious woman that he had met in the club 
transformed and togged out in full clobber.  

 
Melanie was genuinely apologetic to the Grand 

Master. She fully understood that the curfew 
agreement had been put in place for the Old Gal’s 
protection and that it would only have taken a brief 
phone call to avert a mandatory thrashing. 

 
Cat giggled. “I let you out of my sight for a few 

minutes and look what happens.” 
Melanie was laid out over her chum’s lap with 

her skirt turned back and her bumbags around her 
ankles. Cathryn was gently rubbing one of Rosemary 
Booker’s balms into the vivid red stripes that were 
neatly etched across her chum’s derriere. 

“That was one expensive snogfest,” Melanie 
grunted, “but man he was hot; I completely lost track 
of time.” 
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“I hope it was worth it,” laughed Cat. 
Melons wiggled her bottom. “You can bet your 

arse on that, Cat,” she grinned. “I can’t wait to see 
his reaction when he slips his hands down the back of 
my bumbags tonight.” 

“Now that is a visual I didn’t need,” grinned 
Cathryn and gave her chum a playful slap. 
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A Very Public Bumbag Dusting 

 
 
Deborah Morton groaned. At the end of the 

row she was seated in a hall monitor was waving a 
red-card and announcing her name. She slipped out 
of her seat and clambered over the legs of her seated 
fellow inmates. 

Deborah’s heart was pounding as she entered 
the aisle and trudged towards the front of the hall. 
She couldn’t believe her own stupidity.  

 
Deborah was not looking forward to the arrival 

of the Grand Master. On the last occasion she had 
been chucked out, just three days earlier, Mr 
Humphries had conducted a ‘Come to Jesus’ 
discussion relating to her long history of disrupting 
assembly. The evaluation had been quite time-
consuming due to the degree of her foolhardy 
behavior over the years. Deborah was astounded to 
find that almost fifteen per cent of the whops she had 
received during her six-year career were a direct 
result of gabbing or goofing in assembly. 
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Debs was taken aback by Mr Humphries’ 

interest in such a minor misdemeanor but as he 
pointed out as she had progressed through her 
sentence her propensity for misbehaving in assembly 
had increased rather than improved, culminating in 
the current term where her record had been truly 
appalling. Deborah had been forced to concede that 
on the face of it her record could be interpreted as 
less than stellar. Mr Humphries was usually quite laid 
back about petty indiscretions, preferring to allow his 
armory of punishment tools to do the talking for him. 
However on this occasion he was uncharacteristically 
vocal, explaining to Debs that while he viewed 
inmates getting themselves chucked out of assembly 
merely as acts of rank foolishness her persistence had 
reached beyond the level of an annoyance. The Grand 
Master bent Deborah over the back of the chair and 
gave her twelve very stiff strokes of the senior cane 
to emphasize his point. 

 
Deborah groaned again. The Grand Master 

didn’t say a word. He just took her by the wrist and 
led her up the steps of the stage. Debs’ expression 
was a picture of trepidation as she watched Mr 
Humphries place a chair in the center of the stage. He 
beckoned her to approach. With a heavy tread 
Deborah Morton crossed the stage. 

“Let me help you off with your blazer,” he told 
her in a calm voice. Debs unfastened the top button 
and shrugged the garment off. Mr Humphries hung it 
across the back of the chair. Deborah stared at the 
long thin cane that hung on the wall of the stage and 
tried to compose herself. 
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“Awwww maaaan!” wailed Debs. She found 
herself suddenly caught in a state between 
suspension and disbelief as the Grand Master quite 
suddenly took her by the wrist and very adroitly 
managed to sit down and tip her over his knee in one 
fluid motion. 

 
The inmates gaped. Like Debs they had fully 

expected that the Grand Master intended to cane 
their errant chum. The concept that he was planning 
on giving her a public bumbag dusting had never 
entered their heads.  

 
Debs state between suspension and disbelief 

was swiftly altered. The Grand Master turned back 
the hem of her skirt and proceeded to dust her 
bumbags liberally. 

Debs could hardly believe it was happening to 
her again. Her career at Woodys had been 
interspersed by a number of very public spankings, 
most of which she was secretly proud. However, 
being hauled up on the stage by the Grand Master to 
be spanked for what he had termed as an act of rank 
stupidity made her feel extremely foolish. She gritted 
her teeth and kept her head down so that the 
onlookers wouldn’t be able to see her face burning a 
furious crimson. 

 
Debs’ fellow Hall of Shamer’s watched the 

public spanking with considerable consternation. By 
now the inmates had become accustomed to some of 
the Grand Master’s unusual techniques and 
idiosyncrasies. They had become resigned to his 
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unpopular habit of taking more senior inmates down 
to the Brat Chamber and spanking them in front of 
the grubbys and the gratuitous spankings at the 
Saturday night feasts had now become a ritual. There 
was an uncomfortable feeling in the hall that public 
bumbag dustings were about to become the new 
vogue. 

 
“So how was it?” asked Mr Humphries. 
Debs gaped at the Grand Master incredulously. 

“You just spanked me in front of the whole unit and 
now you want to know how it was? Well, it was 
extremely undignified!” 

Mr Humphries nodded sagely. “So what did we 
learn from today?” he asked. 

“We learned that you’ve got hands like house-
bricks,” grunted Debs. 

The Grand Master stood up and crossed to the 
tall-boy. “I’ve got somebody I’d like you to meet,” he 
told her. 

Debs looked at him curiously. He reached into 
the cupboard. “Meet George W,” he smiled. 

“George W? Oh good fucking grief,” gasped 
Deborah. 
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George W 

 
 
Mr Humphries had extracted a two-tailed 

leather strap from the cupboard. He explained to 
Deborah that he had commissioned a master 
craftsman in a small town outside Kilmarnock to 
reproduce a series of custom replicas of the infamous 
Lochgelly tawses produced by John Dick and Sons. 
The tawses were constructed from dense British 
Harness leather which was guaranteed to become 
supple with age and use and its nineteen and a half 
inch length was designed to wrap perfectly across a 
well presented bottom.  

Years earlier the lethal tawse had been 
designed by a saddler named Robert Philp who 
owned a store in the town of Lochgelly. He originally 
cut the tawses for his son and daughter who were 
both employed as teachers in the town. The stinging 
straps soon became famous and Philp was 
commissioned to provide custom made tawses for 
schools throughout the Scottish Education System. 
Later, a former apprentice, George W Dick, would 
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purchase the business and dedicate his life to 
perfecting the aero-dynamics of the split-ended strap. 

A perfectly cut George W, as they were known, 
was designed to have a disconcerting effect when 
applied to the naked bottom. Although the delay 
between the impacts of each tail was barely 
discernable recipients are unequivocal about the 
intensity of the experience.  

 
Deborah stared in wide-eyed amazement at 

the Grand Master while he calmly shared this useful 
historical information with her. When he offered it to 
her so that she could check out its heft and balance 
for herself she recoiled as if he had handed her a 
snake. 

 
Mr Humphries tucked Debs in tightly, 

maneuvering her so that she was bent out into a bow 
with her bottom presented perfectly to fully 
appreciate the skill and craftsmanship of George W’s 
design. 

 
Deborah Morton was not appreciating anything 

very much. The effect of the leather strap rebounding 
from her already well-spanked behind was quite 
alarming. She tried to launch herself forward and out 
of the firing line but the Grand Master had his left arm 
around her waist and she was helpless to move. 

 
Mr Humphries was impressed. The tawse was 

living up to its reputation. Although the leather was 
still slightly stiff the tawse wrapped itself around 
Deborah’s buttocks perfectly. Debs was jerking and 
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twitching in his lap and clearly George W was doing 
his job. 

 
Debs prided herself in her resilience but she 

was being sorely tested. The strap was proving to be 
a formidable adversary and she was incapable of 
controlling her legs from scissoring and her fists from 
pummeling the floor as each perfectly placed slice of 
the strap accentuated her torment.  

 
The Grand Master took his time setting 

Deborah up for the last stroke. He felt her body 
momentarily stiffen before she gamely stretched 
herself out into a full drape and pushed her bottom 
up. 

“Are you ready?” he asked her. 
 
Deborah Morton was anything but ready. She 

hadn’t been joking when she told the Grand Master 
that his hands were like house bricks. Deborah 
thought that she received some damn good spankings 
in the past but they paled into mere paddy whacking’s 
when she compared them to the bum burning she 
had received up on the stage. 

The leather tawse across her well-spanked 
bottom was proving to be excruciating and she was 
pretty certain that Mr Humphries would save the 
worst for last. 

“It’s only whops,” she muttered through 
clenched teeth and forced herself to put it up and 
keep it up. 
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“George W?” Nixdown guffawed. “At least he’s 

got a sense of humor.” 
“You should see this thing,” seethed Debs. 

“This is not designed for a kinder, gentler nation.” 
“Lie still,” soothed Rosemary. “This new super-

charged aloe-vera potion should bring the swelling 
down and then I’ll use a cold compress and see if that 
helps.” 

“Where the fuck does he get this stuff from?” 
wondered Jojo. 

“From some place in Kilmarnock,” said Debs 
through gritted teeth. “Ask him yourself. He’s a 
fucking encyclopedia of information on the subject.”  

Nixdown looked slightly envious as Rosemary 
continued to massage Deborah’s tender nates.  

Jojo grinned to herself, that’s my Mr 
Humphries she thought.  
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One Hundred and Eighty! 

 
 
Jojo listened intently to her Mr Humphries as 

he explained how it would go down. “It is a significant 
milestone and it would churlish not to celebrate your 
achievement in a suitable manner,” he told her. 

“It’s really not that big of a deal,” she 
interjected. 

“Oh, you let me be the judge of that,” the 
Grand Master said cheerfully. “The problem with over-
achievers is that they very often don’t recognize the 
significance of their accomplishments.” 

 “Hmmm,” said Jojo Heyworth. 
 
Just fifteen minutes earlier Jojo had been 

sitting in a lecture room, minding her own business, 
and taking notes during a tutorial on the relative 
merits of Drake and Grenville as sea-farers. The 
lecture, conducted by Stephanie Powell, was a lively 
and interesting affair. Jojo was chuckling at an 
anecdote regarding Sir Richard’s habit of getting 
squiffed up and eating the wine glasses with no 
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apparent harm to himself when she unexpectedly 
came under attack. 

She almost squealed as a fast-moving 
projectile smacked into the bare flesh of her thigh. 
Jojo looked down at the floor below her desk. The 
cause of the unpleasant stinging sensation was a 
folded piece of heavy-stock paper, a classic missile 
generally propelled from an elastic powered catapult. 

Jojo immediately suspected Debs Morton of 
launching a retaliatory attack in response to an 
incident earlier in the morning when Jojo had squirted 
her in the lughole with a stream of icy water from a 
1960 Elgee water blaster. 

Jojo reached into her satchel and palmed the 
small plastic pistol. During morning break she had 
refilled it in case of any such eventualities. Debs was 
leaning back in her seat, her arms folded across her 
chest looking all too innocent and attentive for Jojo’s 
liking. 

Joanna waited until Ms Powell turned towards 
the plasma screen to illustrate a point with her laser 
pen and took aim. 

Deborah had her shoulder-length hair pulled 
back into a pony-tail. For the second time that 
morning she was startled by her ear canal being filled 
with a high powered stream of ice-cold water. She 
involuntarily rose from her seat, clattering her chair 
along the wooden floor, and trying to stop the water 
from dripping down inside the collar of her blouse. 

There was an enquiry of course and Jojo was 
compelled to do the decent thing and hand over her 
trusty pistol before a full-scale search of the lecture 
hall revealed the armory doubtless secreted in the 
other gals satchels. 
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Stephanie Powell showed Jojo a red card and 
dispatched her to explain herself to the Grand Master. 

    
Jojo felt surprisingly relaxed as she cut through 

the corridors that led from the lecture rooms to the 
wing that housed the Grand Masters office. Over the 
past few months Mr Humphries had shown himself to 
be an affable and sympathetic cove. There was no 
question that he would understand that a gal needed 
to pitch up at lectures loaded for bear. He would also 
understand that the water attack would not have 
been entirely unprovoked and that Jojo was engaged 
in a constant game of tit for tat and was merely 
defending her honor. 

 
The Grand Master did not disappoint her. They 

discussed the incident cordially and he seemed rather 
amused by Jojo’s version of events. Mr Humphries 
even appeared genuinely sympathetic that her rare 
vintage pistol had been confiscated. Nonetheless, the 
discussion eventually inevitably turned to the subject 
of Jojo’s punishment. 

Mr Humphries tapped the touchpad on his 
computer and accessed Joanna’s electronic 
punishment record book. He smiled at her. 

“You are to be congratulated,” he told her. 
Jojo cocked her head inquisitively. “Why so, 

sir?” she enquired. 
“You are the first gal in the unit’s history to 

accumulate one hundred and eighty punishments,” he 
smiled. 

Jojo squinted at him. “And the significance of 
that would be?” 
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“Clearly you are not a follower of darts,” he 

grinned. 
Jojo shook her head. “I must confess I’m not a 

great fan.” 
“It is the maximum a dart player can score 

with three darts. Three treble twenties together,” the 
Grand Master explained. 

“Oh that’s why everybody used to jump up and 
down when that geezer shouted One Hundred and 
Eighty!” she said. “My dad used to watch a bit.” 

“Yes, Joanna,” laughed the Grand Master. “It’s 
considered the perfect score.” 

“Oh good fucking grief,” muttered Jojo. 
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Considerable Gusto 

 
 
All the gab on the gossvine was about Jojo’s 

impending commemorative flogging. Wherever she 
went on the campus her admirers gave her the 
thumbs-up and yelled “One Hundred and Eighty!” at 
the top of their lungs. 

The flogging was not scheduled to be delivered 
until evening Callover and after lectures the study 
Jojo and Nixdown shared was like Grand Central 
Station. Well-wisher’s stopped by in droves to 
congratulate Joanna on her magnificent achievement. 

 
“You’re fawkin’ unbelievable Jojo,” enthused 

Lady Vix. “One hundred and fawkin’ eighty, another 
fawkin’ record. Its fawkin’ miraculous. What the fawk 
are you gonna do to top this?” 

 
Joanna Heyworth held numerous records on 

the Hall of Shame and this was by no means her first 
commemorative flogging. She had been flogged in 
front of the inmates to celebrate her hundredth and 
hundred and fiftieth punishments.  During each of the 
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fourth and fifth years of her sentence she had 
managed to accumulate fifty punishments and had 
graced the stage to commemorate what the Woody 
Wags termed as ‘Scoring a Bull’.   

Jojo grinned, “It’s good to have goals, I think 
I’m gonna go for a third consecutive bull by the end 
of the year!” 

Nicola Jane was ambling around Nixing about, 
“Yeah that’ll give Cassie a stretch target,” she 
chuckled, “Whadaya think lil’ sister?” 

Cassie Cassy pouted, “It’s alright for Jojo, I 
haven’t been whopped for weeks,” she lamented, “I 
don’t know what’s got into the Brass, they can’t get 
anything right.” 

The most respected and senior Mega-minxes in 
the community laughed. Cassie made no secret that 
she intended to one day dethrone Jojo as the All-Time 
Big BUTT. 

“There, there,” laughed Jojo sympathetically, 
“just keep your eye on the ball and the whops will 
come to you. Consistency is the name of the game.” 

 
Jojo Heyworth was consistent. Once she had 

discovered the joys of minxing she embraced the 
lifestyle with typical enthusiasm and dedication. In 
many ways Jojo’s rise to the peak of the Big BUTT 
was all the more spectacular when her popularity was 
taken into account. Unlike many of mega-minxes she 
was universally popular with the Brass and the Elite. 
She was a diligent student and regularly won the end 
of year awards for overall performance in the arts. 
She managed the drama department, sang in the 
choir, played in the orchestra and hosted a weekly 
master-arts class where she taught painting and 
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sculpting techniques. Nonetheless, Joanna Heyworth 
had signed up for a life of minxdom and practiced the 
fines arts of goofing, japing, larking and pranking 
twenty-four-seven. Her persistence paid off. Even her 
greatest supporters were obliged to thrash her 
regularly.  

 
The Grand Master was a great supporter of 

Jojo so he put her over his knee and spanked her 
with considerable gusto.  

The ‘Great Warmers Debate’ had raged at 
Woodys for many years. Advocates were convinced 
that the pre-flogging over the knee sessions were an 
integral part of the process and promoted focus and 
helped them get into the zone. Detractor’s argued 
that it was another unnecessary addition to an 
already unpleasant and nerve-wracking procedure. 

Jojo was a staunch adherent to the pro-
warmers school of whops and had no objections 
when Mr Humphries gently took her by the wrist and 
slowly lowered her downwards. 

 
“None of your shenanigans,” the Grand Master 

warned Katie Beck. 
Katie feigned surprise. “Shenanigans, sir? I 

never do any more than follow instructions,” she said 
unctuously.  

“Good,” said the Grand Master impassively. 
“Then I shall feel free to be assured that you have 
understood the instruction.” 

The right-hand corner of Katie’s upper lip 
twitched. “Of course, sir,” she said smoothly. “If Miss 
Heyworth would be so kind as to come with me I’m 
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sure that we can select a pair of fresh whopping bags 
that will meet with her satisfaction.” 

Jojo suppressed an urge to giggle. 
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A Commemorative Flogging 

 
 
The assembly hall had a carnival air to it. The 

inmates were babbling and whispering and gabbing. 
Lady Vix had instructed the Elite not to chuck gals out 
and that she would silence them when the Brass 
approached the hall. 

 
In some strata’s of society the ebullient 

atmosphere in the hall might have seemed a little 
queer. Even at Woody’s public floggings were 
generally somber affairs. However, the inmates were 
congregated to celebrate a remarkable landmark in 
minxdom. To the inmates of the facility Joanna 
Heyworth was a heroine of the highest order, a 
modern day Joan d’Arc. She was a living affirmation 
that the spirit of mega-minxdom could never be 
broken. 

“Silence, silence in the hall,” barked Lady 
Victoria Brompton, “Brass approaching.” 

 
Once the Brass had taken their seats the Grand 

Master escorted Joanna into the hall, where she was 
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greeted with a standing ovation. Jojo grinned and 
waved at her admirers.  

Jojo had taken particular care over her 
appearance. Her crisp white blouse was impeccably 
pressed; her tie was knotted into a perfect vee and 
sat neatly at her neck, covering her top button. The 
whopping bags that she had selected had sharp 
creases down front and back. Her white ankle socks 
were turned over at the top and her pointed black 
shoes gleamed. Over this ensemble she wore her 
blazer, rakishly fastened by the top button only. She 
had pulled her red hair back into a ponytail and 
scrubbed her face until it shone. She wore a discrete 
amount of mascara and eye-liner and a tasteful shade 
of lip-gloss. Her fans thought that she looked 
magnificent. 

Although the prospect of a dozen strokes of 
the cane was never pleasant Jojo was feeling quite 
buoyant. The combined effects of the warm-up 
spanking and several glasses of champagne had 
helped her get into the zone. She stepped onto the 
stage with a smile on her face. 

 
The main protagonists took their time 

preparing themselves. Jojo shrugged off her blazer 
and set it aside. The Grand Master removed his dark 
double-breasted jacket, loosened his tie and rolled up 
his cuffs. He indicated to Joanna that she could also 
loosen her clothing if she so desired. Jojo smiled 
gratefully and unfastened the top button of her 
blouse. 

Mr Humphries retrieved a thirty-six inch long 
crook-handled cane from the table in the middle of 
the stage and pointed it at the vaulting horse. With a 
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slight curtsey and a hint of a grin Joanna turned and 
approached the apparatus. 

At the back of the hall Nix wolf-whistled and 
throughout the hall there came a roar, “Way to go 
Jojo! Go Jo Go!” 

 
Joanna Heyworth bent forward across the 

vaulting horse and settled in. For once the horse had 
been set at a height that allowed her to bend forward 
without having to stretch up onto the tips of her toes 
and strain her calves uncomfortably. The bumbags 
that she had selected fit snugly and didn’t cut into her 
uncomfortably. Jojo reached down and took a grip on 
the legs of the horse. She wriggled her hips and 
pushed her bottom up. Mr Humphries would expect 
her to put it up and keep it up. 

Once, twice, thrice, she felt the cane tap down 
as the Grand Master took his measure. Jojo braced 
herself. 

Momentarily it crossed her mind that she felt 
quite at home. Then she heard a familiar whistle from 
behind her. 

Joanna heard the explosion of the cane 
slashing across her drum-tight whopping bags then 
felt the implosion as the heat of the stripe traveled 
through every nerve ending in her body. She 
squeezed her eyes tightly shut and stretched her 
fingers out until her hands hurt. After a while she 
opened her eyes and took hold of the legs of the 
horse once more. She tried to breathe evenly. 

“It’s only whops, it’s only whops,” she repeated 
over and over in her head. She pushed her bottom up 
and settled in for the long haul. 
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The Grand Master swung the cane with a 

deceptively leisurely backswing. Nonetheless, the 
explosive cracks as it rebounded off the stretched 
white material encasing Jojo’s rear end left nobody in 
any doubt that at the moment of impact the cane was 
packing plenty of zip.  

 
“He’s fucking going some,” muttered Nix. 
“This is the one time I don’t envy being in her 

bumbags,” said Debs. 
“It’s only whops,” Rosemary reassured her 

chums. 
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A Cause for Celebration 

 
 

“Its only whops,” Jojo continued to reassure 
herself. 

She squirmed her hips and set her bum up 
proud. Mr Humphries was leaving a precise thirty-
second interval between strokes. Jojo counted 
backwards in her head and then braced herself as 
another corker sliced downwards, exactly on 
schedule. 

 
Hanging head down, arse up over a vaulting 

horse with a hundred sets of eyes concentrated on 
one’s rear end might not occur to some folks as the 
ideal position for contemplating one’s future. 
However, despite the distraction of the stripes slow-
burning through her central nervous system, between 
strokes Jojo got to thinking. 

Throughout the winter term she had steadily 
accumulated enough whops to maintain her usual 
position at the top of the Annual Big BUTT. If she 
maintained the same consistency for the remainder of 
the year she would most likely score a third 
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consecutive bull. It would be a commendable 
achievement by any standards but Jojo decided that 
she needed to set herself a stretch target. 

Her thoughts were rudely interrupted as the 
cane sliced down for the sixth time. Her momentary 
idle musings had broken her concentration. The swipe 
of the cane made her feet tip-tap on the wooden floor 
in an agitated fandango. The pain ricocheted around 
her nerve endings like a pinball. It was time to get 
back in the zone, she decided hurriedly. 

 
 Mr Humphries continued to cane Jojo with the 

same elegant pace and rhythm, landing every stroke 
in the safety of the sweet spot. He had considerable 
admiration and respect for the unit’s number one 
mega-minx. Although her buttocks squirmed and 
twitched at the point of impact she recovered quickly 
and her bottom was always perfectly presented when 
it came time to deliver the subsequent stroke. 

 
The inmates watched with seasoned eyes. 

Despite the gala atmosphere in the hall there was no 
question that they were witnessing a world-class 
whopping with both participants at the top of their 
form. They felt certain that Mr Humphries would 
declare a loose-tie and minimum whops amnesty for 
the remainder of the evening and anticipated that 
champagne corks would be popping late into the 
night. 

 
Jojo flinched and braced herself. They were 

eleven strokes in and she knew that she needed to be 
totally prepared for the closer. She picked a spot on 
the wooden floor and concentrated intently. 
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“It’s only whops, its only whops,” she told 
herself and kept her breathing even. 

 
Predictably the closer was a scorcher. The cane 

sliced down diagonally, intersecting the existing 
stripes beneath Jojo’s tautened whopping bags. The 
sound of the cane resonated around the hall. 

“Holy smoking bumbags,” muttered Nixdown. 
 
Jojo unfolded herself from the vaulting horse 

to deafening applause. Her chums were whooping 
and hollering as she bent her knee and curtsied at the 
Grand Master.  

 
The inmates were not disappointed. Mr 

Humphries had instructed the Bounder to distribute 
several cases of a very palatable Mumm Cuvee Napa 
around the landings.  

Cassie Cassy and Dotty Hammell fired up the 
barbeques and started to grill hamburgers and 
chicken wings.  

The inmates loosened their ties and got ready 
to party. 

 
Jojo added the white whopping bags to the 

collection in her closet and put on a short pleated 
skirt. She had spent some quality time stretched out 
across Rosemary’s lap having her striped buttocks 
gently massaged with a prototype aloe-vera and mint 
potion. 

“Are you ready to receive guests?” asked Nix. 
“Everybody’s waiting to celebrate.” 
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Jojo grinned. “Only at Woodys would a 

hundred and eighty whoppings be considered a cause 
for celebration. Let the adoring hordes enter.” 

Nixdown hugged her best chum and opened 
the door to their study.  
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A Discretionary Dangling 

 
 
Deborah Morton gaped at Heidi Alexander. 
“I’m sorry Morton, but Miss Cobb instructed me 

to inform you that you need to cut along to the 
library,” Heidi told her. “You are to be beaten on 
House Business.” 

Deborah was enjoying a glass of champagne in 
Jojo’s study when the grubby approached her. She 
was totally taken by surprise and could do nothing 
else but gape at Heidi. 

Lady Victoria came across the room. “What is 
it, Heidi?” she demanded.  

Heidi looked uncomfortable. 
“Miss Cobb sent me to inform Morton that 

she’s due for a whopping,” Heidi told the Red-shirt. 
Victoria’s eyes narrowed. “Oh she did, did 

she?” Vix snorted. “You stay right where you are 
Debs and enjoy yourself. I’ll take care of this.” She 
pulled on her black blazer, fastened the five buttons 
down the front and strode out of the party. 
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Sally Cobb turned into the corridor leading to 

the library door. She scowled and looked down at her 
watch. Almost half an hour had elapsed since she had 
dispatched Heidi to fetch Debs. Deborah should have 
arrived at least fifteen minutes earlier but the corridor 
was empty. 

“Are you looking for somebody?” asked Lady 
Vix. 

Sally span around, startled. She glared at the 
Red-shirt and tried to push passed her. Victoria 
blocked Sally’s path with her body. 

“Get out of my way Brompton,” snarled Sally. 
“I have urgent House Business to attend to.” 

Victoria nodded. “Yes, that’s what I wanted to 
talk with you about,” she said evenly. “Why don’t we 
go into the library to discuss this? It’s quiet in there.” 

“I’ll do no such thing,” retorted Sally. “I need 
to file a report with the Mistress of the House and 
arrange a Formal House Beating. Now step aside.” 

Victoria moved fast. She reached out and in a 
fluid motion she span Sally around, pulled her wrist 
up behind her back and took her by the collar. The 
Red-shirt propelled the Captain of the Red House 
down the corridor. 

“What the fuck do you think you’re doing,” 
spluttered Sally Cobb.  

Victoria ignored her and continued to stride 
forward, causing Sally to have to trot to keep up. 
When they reached the door Vix released the prefect 
and thrust it open. “Step inside,” she said in an 
authoritarian tone. There was little Sally Cobb could 
do other than to comply. 
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“You are aware that the Grand Master has 
declared a loose-tie and minimum whops amnesty 
this evening?” asked Victoria pointedly. 

“Of course I am,” snorted Sally, “but this is 
pending business. I received instruction to beat 
Morton this afternoon but she was out on court 
training with Ms Lummell. I decided it was better not 
to interrupt and wait until there was a more 
appropriate opportunity.” 

“And you thought that midway through an 
amnesty was appropriate?” demanded Victoria. 

“Well I couldn’t let her go to bed without being 
beaten,” said Sally. “Ms Wharton would string me up 
by my bumbags if I had outstanding business on the 
books when I file my closing report.” 

“And what exactly is Deborah to be beaten 
for?” asked Victoria. 

“That’s none of you business,” snapped Sally. 
“She’s in breach of House Protocols.” 

“What protocols?” asked Vix. 
“That’s confidential Red House business, I am 

not at liberty to share that information with you,” 
Sally snorted. “I am going to report Morton’s failure to 
appear to Ms Wharton and arrange for her to appear 
before the House Council first thing in the morning. 
Now step aside, this interview is over.”  

“Not quite,” said Mr Humphries. The Grand 
Master clicked on a side-light. He was seated in a 
wing-backed leather armchair, his legs crossed at the 
ankles and a thoughtful look on his face. 

“Well, I’m sure that you can share this 
confidential information with me?” he smiled. “So Miss 
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Cobb why exactly is Miss Morton to be beaten so 
urgently?” 

Sally Cobb gaped at the Grand Master. She 
looked like she wished the floor would open up and 
consume her. 

“Well, I’m not entirely sure why she is to be 
beaten, sir,” she spluttered. “It is a Discretionary 
Beating, sir, awarded at the sole direction of the 
Mistress of the House. They are awarded under ‘eyes-
only’ protocols that I am not privy too. The paperwork 
is in order and correctly endorsed. I merely follow 
instructions.” 

“Slave to the system?” asked Mr Humphries 
cheerfully. 

“Pretty much, sir,” said Sally unctuously. “I am 
just an officer of the House.” 

“Miss Cobb,” said Mr Humphries calmly. “Why 
don’t you place the spanking stool in front of the 
fireplace?” 

It took several seconds for the prefect to 
comprehend the meaning of the instruction. Sally 
stared at the Grand Master with eyes as big as 
saucers. “Please sir, no sir, this ain’t fair sir,” she 
bleated. 

“Let’s just call it a Discretionary Dangling, shall 
we,” smiled the Grand Master, “at my discretion. Now 
fetch the stool.”  
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A Whopping for the Wart 

 
 
Ms Wharton reeled out of the Grand Master’s 

study in a state of considerable distress. Tears poured 
down her face. Her backside was blazing. She was in 
a state of extreme shock. 

 
From the Wart’s point of view the interview 

had started disagreeably, continued disagreeably and 
had proceeded to be concluded in the most 
disagreeable fashion imaginable. 

 
Ms Wharton had been off-site drinking in the 

saloon bar of the Bunch of Grapes during the 
Discretionary Dangling incident and had returned to 
the compound late and squiffy. She had been 
considerably displeased to be woken at the crack of 
dawn by Lady Victoria Brompton and instructed to 
dress and accompany her to the Grand Master’s 
office.   

Robin Wharton felt as rough as a badger’s 
arse. This was not an uncommon awakening 
experience for the Wart but she generally rectified the 
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situation with several shots of Patron Tequila, a pot of 
black coffee and half a dozen fags. Unfortunately 
Lady Vix insisted that it was a matter of urgency and 
the Dame barely managed to clean her teeth and 
grab a cup of java before setting off. 

 
Robin Wharton was immediately caught off 

guard. She had no inkling of the previous evening’s 
proceedings and was gob-smacked to learn that her 
House Captain had been unceremoniously dangled. 
She was greatly alarmed to find herself being 
interrogated with regard to Discretionary Beatings. 

The Wart did her best to explain the situation 
but was at a serious disadvantage. Her mouth tasted 
like the inside of a parrot’s cage and her tongue kept 
becoming glued to her upper palate. Even through 
her clouded and throbbing brain it occurred to her 
that she was not giving a good account of herself. 

Robin Wharton gaped at the Grand Master as 
he carefully laid out her options for her. She blubbed 
and wept and begged and pleaded. She looked like 
she might faint and Vix had to bring her a glass of 
water before the interview was able to continue. The 
Wart’s brow was dripping with perspiration as she 
tried to defend herself but it was a lost cause. Finally, 
still blubbing and spluttering she bent over the back 
of the straight-backed chair facing the fireplace in the 
Grand Master’s study. The alternative Mr Humphries 
had offered was just too appalling to consider. 

 
Ms Wharton stormed into Sally Cobb’s study 

and grabbed the prefect by the wrist. The Wart 
dragged Sally across the room, plonked herself down 
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on a sofa and dumped the prefect face down across 
her lap. 

“Whaddaya doing?” wailed Sally as the Wart 
roughly dragged back her skirt and yanked down her 
bumbags. 

The Wart responded by landing a hearty slap 
on Sally’s scarlet bottom. 

“You fucking imbecile,” she ranted, “What the 
fuck were you thinking trying to cane Morton during 
an amnesty?” Robin Wharton proceeded to spank the 
bewildered prefect in earnest. Sally desperately tried 
to struggle free. 

“Lemme go you lunatic,” squealed Sally. She 
kicked and fought but Ms Wharton had her securely 
pinned down. 

“Pleeeeeeeeease!” howled Sally Cobb. “It 
hurts!” 

“Hurts? I’ll show you what fucking hurt 
means!” screamed the Wart and proceeded to 
bombard the House Captain’s already scarlet backside 
with a barrage of hot and juicy spanks. 

 
“He fucking whopped me!” the Wart wept into 

her tequila in the saloon bar of the Bunch of Grapes. 
“Both Sally’s have tendered their immediate 

resignation from the SS,” reported Katie. 
Patty Hodge narrowed her eyes. It had been a 

bleak day for the Radical Right. 
For weeks Patty and the Wart had been 

remorselessly ribbing Katie Beck over the unfortunate 
incidents when she had been spanked and caned by 
the Grand Master for her over-zealous interpretation 
of the Politics of Clobber protocols. 
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“You’re not full Brass,” they teased her. “You’re 

just the Matron who does a little bit of admin and 
looks after laundry.” 

For Mr Humphries to have extended his 
repertoire to caning actual Brass was a move that 
Patty had not anticipated. She sucked down on her 
drink morosely. The news that the two Sally’s had 
resigned did not please her greatly either. 

“I’m putting you in charge of getting them to 
rescind their resignations,” she spat at Katie.  

“And how would you suggest I do that?” asked 
Katie caustically. 

“I don’t care, but I’m giving you twenty-four 
hours or else I’ll be playing merry hell with your 
bumbags,” snarled Patty threateningly and then 
indicated to the bartender that she would have 
another drink on Katie’s account. 

“Grrrrrrrrr!!!!” growled Katie. 
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Patty Ponders the Future 

 
 
The two Sally’s glared belligerently at Katie. 
“I’m out,” insisted Sally Cobb. “You promised 

us protection and look what’s happened. You can take 
your SS and shove it where the sun doesn’t shine.” 

“That goes for me too,” said Sally Poffers 
emphatically. “I’m sick of looking over my shoulder 
and finding Brompton sniffing around my bumbags.” 

Katie scowled. “I think resignation would be 
most unwise,” she said curtly. “You do remember that 
I have video of you swearing allegiance to the 
sorority and taking the SS pledge.” 

“Yeah, and you, Patty and the Wart were all 
present at the ceremony, so I doubt you’ll be showing 
those tapes to anybody. Sorry Katie, you’ll just have 
to tell Patty we’re out,” said Sally Cobb smugly. 

Katie chuckled. “You think I haven’t edited that 
tape? No Sally, the tape I shall deliver to the Grand 
Master will just show your two sorry-arses indulging 
in a rather dark initiation ceremony, all on your 
lonesome.” Katie chortled. “I rather fancy I will hear 
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the clanging of cell-doors in chokey closing behind 
you in the not too distant future.” 

“You fucking bitches,” blurted out Sally Cobb 
and she burst into floods of tears. 

 
Patty Hodge secreted herself in her private 

quarters for several days, claiming a particularly 
virulent and contagious strain of flu. She was 
apoplectic at the recent untoward turn of events.  

She was deeply concerned by the option’s that 
Mr Humphries had offered the Wart. If she had 
refused to be beaten Robin Wharton would have 
faced the alternative of packing her bags and slinging 
her hook. This was an unthinkable outcome. 

 
Patty Hodge came from the school of hard-

whops. She had attended the original Woody School 
which had been notorious as the strictest boarding 
school in the country. Patty had risen to the role of 
Red-shirt and was widely remembered as a vicious 
and sadistic tyrant. She had subsequently fulfilled the 
role of Mistress of Discipline at Dartington Manor, 
another ultra-strict boarding school where she had 
further garnered her reputation as a cruel martinet. 

However, time seemed to be running out for 
Patty and her ilk. The lobbyists from STOPP had 
already successfully had the cane banned in 
government run schools and only a handful of 
boarding schools continued the practice of beating 
their pupils. 

The original Woody School finally closed its 
doors after a century and a half. Dartington Manor 
was amongst the last four boarding schools to 
practice corporal punishment. However, during her 
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last year at the school she was only required to cane 
half a dozen pupils, in contrast to over three hundred 
she had punished in a record breaking year just a 
decade earlier.   

The opportunity to join the staff of the 
experimental Woody Back to School unit had been a 
god-send. Her credentials were impeccable and even 
Ms Lawton, who had deeply unpleasant memories of 
Patty, was forced to agree that she was the most 
qualified candidate to act as her deputy. 

For ten years Patty had commanded her 
clandestine right-wing factions with relative impunity. 
Susan Lawton had occasionally reined Patty in when 
her zealous tendencies had strayed outside the 
bounds of even the broadest interpretations of the 
protocols. However, Patricia Hodge was a particularly 
smooth operator with a Machiavellian skill for 
diverting attention from her more heinous activities. 
She was fortunate that as the influence of the cult of 
mega-minxdom increased the counter offensives were 
by necessity more severe and her activities more 
defendable. It was a glorious decade for Patty which 
had culminated in the wonderfully austere year of 
Operation Scorched Arse when whops had been at an 
absolute premium. 

For Whop Junkies like Patty and the Wart 
returning to the mainstream education system was 
unappealing in the extreme. 

However, she was now confronted with some 
vexing challenges. Mr Humphries appeared to be 
intent on pursuing his ridiculous Glasnost and 
surrounding himself with degenerates like Cat 
Cassidy, Lady Victoria and Jojo as his closest aides. 
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Despite Katie’s assurance that the SS was back in 
place and ready to resume their duties, Patty was not 
convinced that either of the House Captains had the 
stomach for engaging in truly heinous operations. 
Worst still was the Grand Master’s decision to whop a 
full member of the Brass. 

Despite her gloomy disposition Patty was 
forced to grin at the image of the Wart being 
whopped. According to Katie who had been in her 
office next door to the Grand Masters, the Wart had 
made a total muff of herself. She had kicked up a hell 
of a brouhaha with her howling and hollering and had 
exited the Grand Master’s study with her hands 
clutched to her rear end. Patty giggled at the thought. 

One thing was certain, Patty told herself, if 
ever, god forbid, she was put in such a diabolical 
situation she would behave with dignity and never 
make a muff of herself.  

Patty lay on her bed, tossing and turning. Her 
first priority she decided was to put considerable 
distance between her bumbags and the daily 
operations of the Radical Right. She picked up her 
cell-phone and instructed Katie to book a table at 
Monet’s, the local town’s trendiest restaurant. 
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Promotion 

 
 
“I have decided that it’s time to restructure our 

organization,” announced Patty imperiously once they 
were settled in at their table. “I am promoting you to 
the rank of Commander of Field Operations. You will 
be responsible for the day-to-day implementation of 
strategic and operational plans.” 

Katie looked at Patty suspiciously. “What does 
that mean?” 

Patty ordered a bottle of 1993 Dom Perignon 
and several dozen oysters that had been flown in 
fresh that morning from the Puget Sound. 

“These are difficult times we live in,” said 
Patty. “I need to step back from the field and take a 
more executive view of our strategic goals.” 

Katie forked an oyster and dipped it in 
horseradish sauce. “I see,” she said and plopped the 
oyster into her mouth. 

Katie Beck was used to Patty’s grandiose 
pronouncements. As far as she was aware the only 
strategic goal that Patty had ever had was to score as 
many whops as possible and make life miserable for 
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anybody who had the misfortune to fall foul of her 
malicious obsessions. 

“We have been together a long time, Katie,” 
continued Patty, “and you have always been loyal and 
you are a superb operative. I think it’s time that you 
were rewarded. I have noticed a tendency of some of 
our group to mock you as not being full Brass. I think 
promoting you to an active leadership role will put a 
stop to those types of behaviors.” 

Katie nearly choked on a plump oyster. She 
could hardly believe her ears. It was Patty who 
regularly taunted her and ridiculed her for her lowly 
status as a mere Matron.  

“As Commander of Field Operations you will be 
involved in all key decisions and will be credited with 
the success of all strategic operations,” Patty told 
Katie. 

“Let me get this straight. What you want is for 
me to handle your day-to-day dirty work? Isn’t that 
what I do now?” asked Katie. 

“Are you being purposefully obtuse?” snapped 
Patty. “What I’m offering you is a considerable 
expansion of your current responsibilities. You will be 
the sole line of communication between the Radical 
Right, the SS and me. You will be responsible for 
assigning targets and missions and will have full 
authority to hold them responsible for their 
performance. We cannot afford another fiasco like the 
one we have recently experienced. Sally Cobb and the 
Wart behaved in an undisciplined manner and were in 
danger of jeopardizing our whole operation. In the 
future behavior like that will result in disciplinary 
action.” 
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Katie sipped her champagne to wash down 
another oyster. It occurred to her that Patty might 
have been indulging in some magic fudge while she 
was closeted in her quarters feigning flu. Clearly she 
had lost the plot. Katie was all for proliferating misery 
and mayhem whenever the opportunity arose. She 
didn’t disagree that Sally Cobb’s execution of her 
mission had been foolish and that the Wart’s secret 
program of Discretionary Beatings was bound to be 
exposed. Nonetheless, they had paid the price for 
their stupidity and would most likely be more careful 
in the future. However, Katie could not imagine that 
the Wart would be enthusiastic about being hauled 
before a disciplinary hearing hosted by Patty. 
Sometimes, Katie concluded, Patty had rather inflated 
opinions of the loyalty of her cohorts. 

“I think we should give this some careful 
thought,” she proposed. 

“Careful thought?” snapped Patty. “What the 
dickens do you think I’ve been doing for the last 
forty-eight hours?” 

Katie decided it would be churlish to insert her 
suspicions about Patty chomping down on 
halucigenic’s into the proceedings.  

“I’m sure you have been establishing strategic 
goals,” Katie said soothingly. “All I’m suggesting is 
that we let the dust settle before we start introducing 
organizational re-shuffles.” 

Patty sneered. “There is no time for the dust to 
settle. We must move immediately. Your first mission 
is to implement a ‘Get Brompton’ initiative.” 
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For the second time Katie nearly choked. “Get 

Brompton? What the fuck are you talking about? 
She’s the fucking Red-shirt.” 

“She’s a degenerate and a royal pain in the 
arse,” snapped Patty. “I’m instructing you to mobilize 
the team and implement a plan to undermine her 
authority. It will be your top priority.” 

Katie gaped at Patty. “You really are fucking 
barking, aren’t you,” was all she could think of to say. 

 
Katie Beck climbed into her scratch. She had a 

severe headache. As the dinner had progressed Patty 
had become increasingly strident and domineering. 
She seemed to be in denial that Mr Humphries was 
methodically eroding the power-base of the Radical 
Right and their goons, or that he had unofficially 
promoted Lady Victoria to his direct deputy. She was 
pathologically hell-bent on staging war with the Red-
shirt. 

One thing was certain; going toe-to-toe with 
Victoria meant some bumbags were going to be 
slashed to tatters during the war. Katie groaned. She 
had no illusions about Patty’s magnanimous gesture 
to promote her. Not for the first time in their long 
relationship Katie was in no doubt that Patty needed 
a sacrificial pair of bumbags to divert attention from 
her heinous activities, and whose better than her 
loyal disciple Miss Katie Beck? 
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When Katie had still been serving her sentence 

and had been promoted to the role of Red-shirt she 
had been summoned to Patty’s study. 

“Remove your blazer and bend over the desk,” 
Patricia Hodge had snapped at her. 

Katie Beck stared at the Deputy Grand Dame. 
“What the fuck are you talking about?” she snapped. 

Katie Beck was dressed in her official Red-shirt 
regalia. Tall and alluring she spent considerable quids 
on her executive clobber to show off her enviable 
charms. She loved the power the black blazer and red 
blouse radiated at the Woody Back to School unit. As 
she strutted around the campus with her ashplant 
tucked under her left arm there was no question who 
was the most powerful inmate in the facility. 

“You heard me,” snapped Patty. “Take off your 
jacket and bend over the desk. There is no time to 
lose.” 

Katie gaped at Patty. “You intend to beat me?” 
she gasped. 
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“Oh I intend to do more than that, Katie,” said 

Patty. “I intend to thrash the living daylights out of 
you. I’m sorry but you won’t be sitting down for days. 
Ms Lawton is threatening an enquiry into suspected 
SS activity and we need to divert attention. Put it 
down to taking one for the cause.” 

 
From the moment Katie Beck had started her 

sentence at the Back to School unit Patty Hodge had 
spotted the new inmates potential. The two women 
had a lot in common. They were both tall and 
beautiful and as mean as snakes. Patty noticed that 
Katie attracted sycophants and was impressed that 
she treated them like her personal serfs.  

Patty approached Katie and romanced her with 
the vision of creating a Secret Society of Serial 
Spankers. She promised Katie complete protection 
and the ultimate prize of being appointed as Red-
shirt. 

Katie was impressed by Patty. The Deputy 
Grand Dame regaled her with tales of her own 
tyrannical period as Red-shirt of the original Woody 
School. She coached Katie in the fine arts of collaring 
and sweating and regularly took her down to the 
practice range so that she could hone her skills with 
the cane. Together they secretly authored the SS 
Charter and Patty encouraged her protégé to develop 
new ideas for creating carnage inside the bumbags of 
the hapless inmates when she took power as Red-
shirt. 

 
Patty’s patronage had other advantages. The 

Deputy Grand Dame regularly invited Katie to her 
quarters and allowed her to enjoy a few scoops and a 
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couple of fags which was strictly prohibited in Ms 
Lawton’s day. She also arranged passes for Katie to 
go into town where she was known for chewing up 
and spitting out the local love-struck lothario’s. Katie 
Beck sold her soul to the devil. 

 
“I have spoken with Katie,” Ms Hodge told the 

Grand Dame. “We conducted a review and she 
acknowledges that some of her Elite team-members 
are being over-zealous. There is nothing 
conspiratorial going on, Susan,” she said smoothly, 
“just an over-devotion to duty. Katie fully accepted 
that it is her responsibility to monitor such practices 
and we have taken care of the matter.” Patty winked 
at the Grand Dame. “I’m sure you’ll approve of the 
results, you won’t see Katie sitting down anytime 
soon.” 

 
“You’re supposed to protect me, not beat the 

fucking bejaysus out of me,” complained Katie. 
“It was a strategic decision,” explained Patty. 

“Nothing personal, I can assure you, my dear. You 
are a superb operative but we can’t let our activities 
come under scrutiny.” She poured Katie a glass of 
vintage Pol Roger. “We worked too hard to get you 
appointed; nothing can stand in our way.” 

 “Patty you sacrificed my fucking bumbags,” 
squealed Katie indignantly. 

Patty sipped her drink. “Yes I did Katie,” she 
agreed. “It was a deeply painful decision and it might 
not be the last time I’m forced to ask you make a 
sacrifice for the cause.” 
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A decade later Katie Beck tossed and turned in 

her snoozer. She had the uncomfortable feeling that 
Patty Hodge had just laid out her bumbags on the 
sacrificial altar and all she could do was wait for the 
whops to arrive. Katie Beck groaned and tried to get 
some sleep. 
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